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Your choice of new
“Crewe Genuine”
Bentley parts or quality
aftermarket alternatives.

We offer a comprehensive range of
original Bentley & Rolls-Royce
components, all professionally rebuilt to
exacting standards in the UK.

Quality used parts, sourced
from vehicles carefully
dismantled on site by our
experienced team.

The Leading Online Rolls-Royce & Bentley Parts Catalogue

www.flyingspares.com

Specialising in parts for all 1980 to 1998 SZ models,
we are proud to be associated with The Spirit and offer you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Unrivalled stocks of New (Genuine & Aftermarket), Reconditioned & Recycled parts
Twelve experienced salesmen dedicated to offering you the fastest service and best prices
Fully searchable web catalogue offering photographs and exploded parts diagrams
Website also includes Tool Hire, Recommended Garages, Cars For Sale, Gifts & Manuals
Worldwide mailorder facilities including fully encrypted web payment system
Free catalogues available on request or as a download from our website
Comprehensive search facility for all current 180,000 Rolls-Royce & Bentley part numbers
Discount available for all RREC, BDC and RROC members
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Walt Disney knew a thing or two about making dreams come true and,
since becoming the custodian of an SZ, I know exactly what he meant
Let’s face it. You don’t buy a used Silver
Spirit with your head. It’s your heart that
signs the cheque, led on by the promise
of all that glamour, the romance and
the adventure. Just as a Rolls-Royce
advertisment urged back in 1983: “This
is the year to let the car of your dreams
drive into your life.”
Now, I admit that I have always been
a sucker for a bit of leather and walnut –
Hell, I am one of the few people on earth
to still covet a Vauxhall Viscount – and
I well remember a trip in a neighbour’s
Vanden Plas Princess 4-litre R. My hopes
were high thanks to its Rolls-Royce engine
but, even at six years old, I noticed the
automatic gearchange was abrupt enough
to displace his trilby, and the bootlid flew
open each time we traversed a manhole
cover. In only a short time the owner had
come to dislike the car intensely, saying

he had parted with £2000 for a Morris
Oxford dressed in a Princess ballgown. But
to me, the car was (and still is) beautiful.
A year or two later and the dream was
reawakened by an XJ-6 advertisement
showing a schoolboy gazing wistfully
through a Jaguar showroom window on
a rainy night, while musing: “Some day,
some day”. That schoolboy could so easily
have been me.
But, really, these were just pale illusions
compared with the real deal – one day to
own a Rolls-Royce or Bentley. But that’s
not something that I seriously thought
would come true. Walt Disney knew a
thing or two about bringing fantasies to
life: “If you can dream it, you can do it,”
he famously advised and I certainly did
plenty of dreaming.
So again this morning I had to pinch
myself when I popped out to the garage
and realised that it was my Bentley
parked inside. The car is
everything I ever
hoped and is
a treat for all
the senses: the
sight, the sound,
the sensation, the
scent – not forgetting
that all-pervading air of
good taste. What I wasn’t prepared for
was the rest of the experience. Those
who know me will tell you I’m not a great
one for joining in – but the support and
enthusiasm for the SZ Register, and new
friends made around the world, goes far
beyond anything I ever imagined. Thanks
guys, for helping me live the dream.
Richard Charnley
richard@charnleypublishing.co.uk
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Membership is open to every Rolls-Royce
Enthusiasts’ Club member who is an
owner or enthusiast of these charismatic
cars. That means any Rolls-Royce or
Bentley that has a “Z” in the fourth
position of the chassis number and was
built between 1980 and 2003.
Eligible cars include:
• All Silver Spirit and Silver Spur models,
Mulliner editions, Park Ward editions,
stretched limousines and division editions
• Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn (1995-1998)
and Flying Spur (1995)
• All Mulsanne, Mulsanne S, Eight and
Brooklands models, long wheelbase
editions and stretched limousines
• All Bentley Turbo R and RT models,
and Mulliner editions
• All Bentley Continental R, S, T and SC
models, Le Mans, Mulliner, Millennium
and Final Series editions
• All 1995-2003 Azure models, Le Mans,
Mulliner and Final Series editions
• Rolls-Royce Corniche (2000) and
Corniche Final Series
• Rolls-Royce Corniche convertibles
from chassis number CCH05037
onwards (1982), Corniche II, III, IV and S
• Bentley Corniche convertibles from
chassis number CCH05822 onwards
(1982), Continental convertible and
Continental Turbo.
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SPECIALIST VEHICLE INSURANCE
THE SPIRIT

THE ROLLS-ROYCE
ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB
OFFICIAL INSURANCE
SCHEME

Data dashboard
The SZ Register has more than 300 members
across five continents, with 41 different models
SZ Register membership continues to grow steadily and this year
we broke the 300 barrier. What is really great is that we have
members based in 25 different countries, making us a genuinely
international group of like-minded enthusiasts. Even better is the
willingness to share information and experiences. In this issue we
have contributions from 20 people in seven countries, covering all
aspects of our hobby, so a big thank you to everyone involved.
Marinus Rijkers, info@rrsilverspirit.com
COUNTRY

YOU CAN RELY ON
NEARLY 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
Call our friendly UK team for a quotation

0333 043 3911
www.rhspecialistinsurance.co.uk

• No broker
administration fees
• Free UK & European
accident & breakdown
recovery including
home service
• Free and automatic
salvage retention

MEMBERS

Australia.........................................................9
Austria............................................................3
Belgium.......................................................... 7
Bermuda......................................................... 1
Botswana....................................................... 1
Canada............................................................ 2
Cyprus............................................................. 1
Denmark......................................................... 2
France............................................................11
Germany...................................................... 12
Ireland.............................................................4
Italy.................................................................3
Japan............................................................... 1

COUNTRY

MEMBERS

Luxembourg................................................... 1
New Zealand.................................................3
Norway........................................................... 1
South Africa................................................... 1
Spain............................................................... 2
Sweden...........................................................9
Switzerland....................................................4
Thailand.......................................................... 1
The Netherlands..........................................11
UAE.................................................................. 1
UK...............................................................204
USA............................................................... 13
Total SZ Register members.............. 308

SZ REGISTER CARS BY TYPE
Silver Spirit
and derivatives

145

Turbo R
and derivatives

52

Mulsanne, Eight,
Brooklands
and derivatives

64

• Free agreed value
• Choose a vehicle
repairer you trust

Subject to our standard underwriting criteria. Please refer to the policy documentation on our website, or call, for further information.
RH Specialist Insurance is a trading name of Hiscox Underwriting Limited. Hiscox Underwriting Limited has granted a licence to ERS Syndicate Services Limited to use the
brand name, RH Specialist Insurance, subject to the terms of the licence. The insurer on all RH Specialist Insurance policies is Syndicate 218 at Lloyd’s, which is managed
by ERS Syndicate Management Limited. ERS Syndicate Services Limited is an Appointed Representative of ERS Syndicate Management Limited, which is authorised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct Authority. Hiscox Underwriting Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
15745
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Corniche and derivatives

18

Azure, Continental R
and derivatives

30

MODEL

NUMBER

Bentley
Azure...............................................................4
Brooklands.................................................. 24
Brooklands LWB............................................3
Brooklands R..................................................3
Brooklands R Mulliner.................................2
Continental....................................................5
Continental R..............................................18
Continental R Le Mans................................ 1
Continental R Mulliner................................ 1
Continental S................................................. 1
Continental SC.............................................. 1
Continental T.................................................4
Eight..............................................................15
Mulsanne........................................................ 7
Mulsanne S....................................................9
Mulsanne Turbo............................................ 1
Turbo R........................................................ 22
Turbo R by Hooper....................................... 1
Turbo RL.......................................................18
Turbo RL by Hooper..................................... 1
Turbo RT.........................................................9
Turbo RT Mulliner......................................... 1
Bentley total....................................... 151
Rolls-Royce
Corniche (2000)...........................................2
Corniche conv............................................... 1
Corniche Final Series....................................2
Corniche II......................................................3
Corniche III.....................................................2
Corniche IV....................................................3
Flying Spur.....................................................2
Mulliner Spur................................................. 1
Silver Dawn....................................................3
Silver Spirit.................................................. 62
Silver Spirit II.............................................. 24
Silver Spirit III................................................6
Silver Spirit (96)............................................5
Silver Spur................................................... 26
Silver Spur II...................................................5
Silver Spur III..................................................4
Silver Spur (96).............................................4
Silver Spur Centenary..................................2
Silver Spur Division...................................... 1
Rolls-Royce total................................158
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This one’s

a keeper
Bentley Continental JCH23167
holds a special place in Kevin
Wheatcroft’s collection – and
also in his heart. He always
wanted to own one – but little
did he dream that his example
would carry off three major
prizes at the 2015 Annual Rally.
It was also in the top three for
Best in Show… and yet, as he
tells Richard Charnley, the car
almost wasn’t entered at all

8
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“I have always had a love for Bentleys,”
says Kevin Wheatcroft “and a few years
ago I started to put a collection together.
There are now nine of them in the stable
and they range from a 1924 3/4½ litre
right up to a 2001 Continental T. So I have
quite a broad taste in cars and I’m slowly
filling in the gaps.”
The association with Hillier Hill
came about when the company was
recommended for some servicing work
on Kevin’s Bentleys. “I went over there
to meet Ray Hillier and I was really
impressed with his down-to-earth
attitude, the work I saw going on and the
general friendliness of everyone involved.
“They always make the time to put the
kettle on and have a cup of tea. I love that
sort of thing – you can just nip over and
meet for an hour. I’ve never needed to
make an appointment.
“What I also like about Hillier Hill is
if I’ve gone out on my own and bought
a car, they’re quite relaxed about telling
me whether it was a wise decision. From
the very first day I’ve trusted them and

I’ve never regretted it. I wouldn’t go
anywhere else to have the Bentleys
worked on. Whether it’s a stone chip or a
transmission service – whatever the cars
need, they do it.
“I’d acquired one or two other Bentleys
before I got this Continental. I bought
it at a Sotheby’s auction and it looked
lovely but it had the odd oil leak and a
few stone chips. I bought it without really
looking underneath.
“When I got it home I called Ray and
he came over to have a look and said it
was actually a very nice car. It was a good
driving car and we could have just tidied it
up and lived with it.

“I wasn’t led into this
restoration. It was very
eyes-open, very calculated
on both sides. We all knew
what we were doing”

THE SPIRIT

“But the more you get into a partial
restoration, the more you have to think
about how far to go before you stop. In
the end Ray said there’s only one way, and
that’s a nut and bolt rebuild.
“I wasn’t led into this. It was very
eyes-open, very calculated on both sides.
We knew what we were doing and I said
‘okay, let’s do it’. There was no rush and I
was happy for the work to be done as and
when. If Hillier Hill had more important
work that needed to take priority, then
that was fine with me.
“Some cars you own for a while and
others are there for life. I look at this one
as a keeper. Yes, I had to throw a lot of
money at the car to get it right. But it’s
now exactly what I wanted.
“Although there was no rush Hillier Hill
cracked on with the job. The Continental
had a bare metal respray, new hood, new
carpets and the leather was renovated.
Any plating that needed to be done was
carried out. They went right through
everything. And what we got was what
was seen last year at the Annual Rally. >

OTHER BENTLEYS IN THE
WHEATCROFT GARAGE…
1924 3/4½ litre
1961 S2
1963 S3
1967 T1
1988 Continental DHC
1997 Continental T
1998 Turbo R
1998 Turbo RT Mulliner
2001 Continental T
“I’ve always got three or four
restoration projects waiting in the
wings,” says Kevin Wheatcroft. “The
Bentley S3 will be next and we have
already made a start on it.
“On my shopping list is an S1 to go
with the S2 and S3 so I’ve got the set!
“After that I might look at buying
some of the bigger things such as
H J Mulliner Continental versions
of the S-series. And then I’d like a
‘Chinese Eye’ drophead coupé, that’s a
must for me one day.”
The Bentley Continental looked good and drove well when it was brought home from the auction and could have simply been tidied up. But
10
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Restoration without the drama
Ray Hillier explains how Hillier Hill returned JCH23167 to as-new

JCH23167 won three major awards at the 2016 Annual Rally: Class 16 concours, Class 16 most elegant car, and most elegant car in show
“It took about three years to complete
the restoration – it sat in the workshop all
that time but the time spent working on
the car was probably a lot less. I wasn’t
bothered about that and as a working
partnership it was brilliant. Ray Hillier is
exactly like one of us. The enthusiasm just
gets hold of him.
“One of the great things about Hillier
Hill is their mixture of people and
everybody there is so approachable. Every
time I turned up at the workshop I could
just grab a mug of tea and sit with the guy
who was working on the car at the time.
“This meant I got a real feeling for how
he felt about the car – and he got to know
what I expected. Ray has this inner sense
that he works out just what you want and
then he just does it. It’s in his heart and
in his blood and that’s why I think I just
gelled with the company.
“Nothing was added to the car above
and beyond how it was on the day it left
the factory. It wasn’t as though we took
a Plain Jane and filled it full of trinkets.
12
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“One of the guidelines with
any of my restorations is
that the car should be
exactly as the build sheets
say it was when it was new”
It’s as the build sheets said it was, which
is one of the guidelines with any of
my restorations. Whatever the colour,
whatever the interior spec, that’s how
the car is restored. For me it’s all about
preservation. I love this car and that’s why
I want to preserve it.
“Now, if I find a new car (which I often
do) I’ll ring Ray and he’ll go and have a
look at it for me. I’ll tell him what I want
to pay and he’ll structure the deal. To me
it’s that sort of service that makes all the
difference. As much as I’d love to tinker
with the cars myself I simply don’t have
the time to do it.

“The guideline for me when I buy a
car is that it has to have a story. Not
necessarily historical significance,
although if it’s got a motor sports
connection I love the idea (Kevin is
chairman of Donington Park race track).
For example, the man who previously
owned the Continental was a scrap
merchant. He couldn’t read or write. The
car was his pride and joy and he only ever
used it on a Sunday to go to play a round
of golf. To me that’s a lovely story. As a
child he dreamed of having a drophead
Bentley and when he could afford one he
bought one. I think that’s lovely. The man
absolutely deserved that car and I don’t
want that bit of history to be lost. It’s
simple, it’s honest and it is what it is.
“My whole life so far has been my
working life but now I’ve got to my
mid-50s I’m thinking: ‘hang on a minute,
you should try to enjoy some of this’.
I’m slowly trying to convince myself to
find the time to go and play, which is
something I have never done before.
>
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Our introduction to the Bentley
Continental DHC was via Konig Car
Transport and Storage. We have known
Kilian and Alistair Konig for the best part
of 25 years and they have an enviable
reputation for the discreet and bespoke
services offered to their clients.
We were asked to meet up with them
at their office where they asked if we
would be willing to consider restoring
a Bentley Continental DHC. We were
then shown the car and although it was
a little worn around the edges it was
clear that this was essentially a good
car but had been a little underused and
not very well looked after. The Konigs
explained that their client was a man
who loved his cars, liked everything to
be as it was when it left the factory, to
better-than-new-condition if required,
but also expected them to be ready
and able at any time to go for a Sunday
drive or a trip across Europe. Thus was
our introduction to Kevin Wheatcroft.
We met with Kevin and we got
along famously from the start. I was

particularly interested in the fact that
Kevin had spotted that the variety of
Rolls-Royce and Bentley models produced
under the last period of British ownership
were not only diverse, but were of good
quality. He had already purchased a
LHD Bentley Continental T as well as the
Continental DHC, but with our assistance
went on to buy a Turbo RT Mulliner, a
Continental T Mulliner and a Turbo RT.
He recognised that these are severely
underrated and iconic motor cars.
His criteria, as always, was reliability
and usability whilst getting them into
good condition, internally and externally.
They are all on the button at any time.
Between Kevin, the Konigs and
ourselves, we decided that the only way
to achieve what Kevin wanted was to strip
the Continental and start again. There
were no time constraints and there were
no unnecessary adornments to be added,
just a simple edict to get the car back to
as-new, or better-than-new, if possible.
Kevin visited regularly and took serious
interest in the project as it progressed.

When it was finished, I mentioned
to Kevin that one way of checking if it
was up to scratch was to put it in for
the RREC Concours to see how it got
on. Kevin was very relaxed and said
it was up to us but thought it might
be fun. Given the standard of the
restorations at the RREC concours, we
were open minded as to how it would
fare. Kevin entered it, relatively last
minute, for class 16. Without wishing
to sound disingenuous, I think we were
all staggered to come away with three
prizes and to be considered as one of
the top three cars for Best in Show.
Although that accolade went to the
Phantom II of Lord Bamford, the fact
that a “modern” was considered in
amongst such illustrious company as
the pre-war cars is testament to what
the SZ series cars really are – classically
styled, eminently usable and, as we
said before, iconic.
Lastly, I do practise what I preach. I
am the proud owner of a Bentley Turbo
RT myself and I absolutely love it!

The Continental came away with three prizes at the 2015 RREC Concours and was also one of the top three contenders for Best of Show
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“My dad was a workaholic and it’s a
hard trend to break but when you’ve got
beautiful things you want to live long
enough to enjoy them. Ray is passionate
about me getting out and using the cars.
“More often than not, when they come
back from him they are put away in a row
of magical toys. I’m quite a possessive
person and I didn’t think I would want the
car to go to an event. But I’m trying to
break that spell! It’s my little sanctuary
and it’s wrong in a way because they
should be enjoyed.
“Only a short time before the concours
Ray and I spoke and I said ‘if you want to
enter it, I’ll be more than happy to let you
do so’. They just took charge, collected

the car, took it to the event and returned
it afterwards. I have to say I was very,
very pleased when it won. But, more than
anything, I was so proud of their work that
I wanted others to enjoy it.
“Those who know me also know how
possessive I can be and for me to let

“I was very pleased when
the car won. But, more
than anything, I was proud
of Hillier Hill’s work and
wanted others to enjoy it”

THE SPIRIT

somebody take control of something is
absolutely unheard of. This was the first
time ever in my life I just said ‘okay, there
are the keys, you do what you want’.
“In fact Hillier Hill are collecting the
car again soon to take it to another show
(the Practical Classics Restoration Show
at the NEC in March). Normally my stock
answer is ‘No. I won’t let it go.’ But I’m so
comfortable with what they do that I’m
absolutely chilled with the idea.
“Following my experience with showing
the Continental I am tempted to let some
of my other cars be seen in public. Time is
the big enemy and leaving them standing
for too long is not good. Mechanical
things need to be used.

“Nearly everything in my collection is
a car I dreamed of owning when I was a
boy. I loved Jensen Interceptors and the
big V8 Aston Martins of the 1970s and
80s. I managed to acquire one of each and
I have one of the last Vantage Volantes.
It looks sensational but it’s quite old
fashioned when you get in it. Similarly,
the Interceptor is gorgeous to look at
but to drive it is a bit of a let down. You
sometimes can be disappointed but the
Bentleys are just not like that.
“I think you are more forgiving with
them because you are not tearing around
the countryside. Driving one is such a
serene experience, it makes you feel
better. My job can be stressful at times

and in the summer there’s nothing I like
better than to go home after work, take
a Bentley out of the garage and go for a
drive. I just love it. I have other nice cars
but they don’t have the same effect.
“The thing about any collection is
you need to build on examples from the
cheaper end. But nothing stays cheap
for ever. The logical thing is to buy good
examples while they’re available. That’s
why I am so pleased that I got my Turbo
RT Mulliner. Buying it was absolutely
the right thing to do – it hasn’t had a
complete restoration because, being quite
new, the car is still in good condition.
“Survivors have either been cherished
or used to death. If a car’s been used to
death you know there are going to be
pitfalls. And if people cut corners with
servicing or restoration it’s likely to fall
apart on you. But if you’ve got a good one
it can stay a good one. There’s no quick
fix, it takes time for a car to regenerate its
value but I think SZs are a good thing to
put your money in.
“These 1980s and 90s cars still feel
up-to-date when you drive them. And
when you are out in one you get more
double takes than you do in a modern-day
Bentley. They have more presence. They
have the feel of a hand-built ‘real’ car. I
like that.
“I fail to understand what people don’t
see as charming about these cars. But
you’re either a car man or you’re not. And
you’re either a collector or you’re not.
I don’t think you can convert anyone if
they’re not naturally like it.
“I have started to put together some
memorabilia to go with the cars. I wasn’t
previously aware there was so much from
that period – Bentley watches, cuff links,
tie pins, hip flasks, fitted luggage… I have

also started to collect models so I can fill
a cabinet around the Continental full of
Bentley-related things. In my mind that’s
how I see the stable where I keep the cars.
“I’d like a little area with a couple of
armchairs and a coffee table where you
can sit down with a drink and a magazine.
I’d like it to be an extension of the house
where you can go and sit with like-minded
friends. So that’s another project.
“But in the end it’s all about the cars.
And without Hillier Hill the Continental
wouldn’t be what it is today. The company
created something even more beautiful
than it was before they started. It’s 100%
reliable, it’s tremendous work and I think
they should take great pride in it.”

“In the summer, there’s
nothing I like better than to
get home after work and
take the Bentley out
for a drive. I just love it”
14
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Another ONE (950) of

John Pearce was
thrilled to take second
place in Class 16
at Burghley House
in 2015 with the
1989 Silver Spirit
(KCH27143) that
he had bought only
a couple of weeks
earlier, and which
needed to be driven
to the Annual Rally
by his nephew
16
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A lot of people have asked me why I sold
my 2006 Bentley Continental GT and
replaced it with a 1989 Silver Spirit. I had
owned the Continental GT for four years
and thoroughly enjoyed it but, being of a
mature age (I am now in my 80s), my wife
and I, plus our friends, found that having
two doors and high sills was not the best
for getting in and out. A four-door car
was called for and a Silver Spirit seemed a
good choice.
I bought the car on 19 May 2015. It had
a very low mileage, just over 11,000 from
new, and was in such good condition that
I decided to enter it in the Annual Rally
Concours Class 16 only four weeks later.
Unfortunately, I had a bad fall a few
days before the Annual Rally and was
unable to drive, so I enlisted my nephew
Norman to be my chauffeur for the
journey. The fall also meant I was unable

to carry out any preparation on the car
but I decided to go ahead and present it
for judging anyway.
We left home in Tiverton, Devon at
5:30am and drove straight to Burghley
– a distance of 220 miles – and made it
onto the rally field just as the judging was
about to begin. There was no time to do
any last minute cleaning. We hurriedly
emptied all the contents out of the boot,
except for the tools and other items
supplied when the car was new, just as the
judges were approaching.
We were fortunate that the journey to
Burghley was dry that morning and the
car stayed clean. I was not able to walk
on the rough ground so I sat on my chair
with fingers crossed while Norman gave
the judges whatever information they
required – even though he had never even
seen the car before 5:30 that morning.
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the best in Class 16

It really was a thrill to be awarded
second prize in spite of the lack of
preparation. Apparently the judges
detected three minor faults:
• A slight tick in the drive chain for the
front passenger window
• Dust under the petrol filler flap
• The spare wheel was upside down in its
carrier so the valve was not accessible
for inflating through the aperture in the
boot floor.
We had to leave Burghley soon after
the presentation and drove back to Devon
– a round trip for the day of 440 miles.
My one regret is that I was not able
to walk around the site to look at the
wonderful cars on display and to seek
out friends whom I knew would be there.
But I am looking forward to returning in
2016, by which time cleaning the car and
walking will, with luck, not be a problem.

DIFFERENT CAR, SAME NUMBER
John Pearce has been a member of
the RREC for 30 years during which
time he has owned a number of cars
and spent some time as a 20/25 hp
concours judge. Although many of his
cars have come and gone, there is one
thing that has remained constant.
“The registration number ONE 950
was on the Bentley
R-Type Mulliner I
used to own,” he
says. “I transferred
it onto the Bentley
Continental GT
when I bought
that car and now
it is on my RollsRoyce Silver Spirit.

Above: special features of KCH27143
include: extra leather to facia; bird’s eye
maple veneer; Everflex roof; twin picnic
tables; twin cocktail cabinets; rear quarter
badges; contrasting seat piping; centre
console with rev counter; Silver Spur wheel
discs. The price of these additions in 1989
came to £5,808 before tax
Inset: RREC chairman Duncan Feetham
presents John Pearce with his 2015
concours Class 16 award
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1934 RollsRoyce 20/25 hp
Park Ward
brougham de ville
previously owned
by John Pearce,
now belonging to
Stephen Horne
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Car spotters’ corner

I N T E R N A T I O N A L

Can you identify these SZ models from their details? Answers on p129

ROLLS-ROYCE & BENTLEY SPECIALIST
COACHBUILDING - MAINTENANCE - RESTORATION - ENGINE OVERHAUL - SPARE PARTS
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SILVER HILL INTERNATIONAL B.V. is part of the investment and industrial group PEJA.
T +31 (0)26 - 2030160
E info@silverhill.nl
I www.silverhillinternational.nl

SPECIALIST CARS (SOUTH-WEST) LTD

Naamloos-4.indd 1

11-5-2016 17:03:55

Specialists in Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor cars for more than 30 years

CURRENTLY FOR SALE
• 1954 Rolls-Royce Silver
Dawn, unmolested
three-owner car: £49,500

A wealth of experience covering
all models from the 1940s to the present day
• Over 45 years combined experience with factory trained technicians
• Equipped with Rolls-Royce/Bentley SCANTOOL for electronic diagnostics
• Free vehicle condition reports
• Courtesy car/collection and delivery throughout the south west
The Aphin Centre, Aphinbrook Road,
Marsh Barton Trading Estate, Exeter EX2 8RG
01392 439283 specialistcarssw@btconnect.com
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• 1998 Bentley Brooklands
Mulliner, 23,600 miles:
£29,500
• 1998 Bentley Turbo RT,
one owner, 89,000 miles:
£26,000
• 2004 Bentley Continental
6.0 GT, 40,500 miles:
£29,500

www.specialistcars-southwest.co.uk
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The two million
dollar man

That’s how much money US entrepreneur and motoring fanatic James
LeBlanc Snr. is thought to have spent on cars from Crewe during the
1980s, 90s and early 2000s. This spectacular fleet, garaged at his
moated, hill-top recreation of a European castle, included a number
of bespoke features and some of these were so well received back
at Pyms Lane that they were later added to the official options list. In
one case, Bentley liked his idea so much, they actually paid him for it.
Richard Vaughan, long-term owner of James LeBlanc’s first Rolls-Royce
Silver Spur, tells the story behind this remarkable collection
CAR NUMBER ONE: 1988 ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER SPUR
James LeBlanc and his wife Vera ran an
engineering business that built ingenious
armoured military vehicles. By 1988, he
felt the company was successful enough
that he could reward himself with the car
of his dreams, a Rolls-Royce. The car he
chose was a ‘garden variety’ Silver Spur.
The story is that he had taken a friend
to collect his Cadillac from the service
department at Massey Cadillac RollsRoyce in Plymouth, Michigan. A Light
Oyster colored Silver Spur was sitting on
the showroom floor and James decided
that he would have it.
Now, James LeBlanc doesn’t look
much like the average person’s image of
an industrial magnate, so when he told

20
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the salesperson that he wanted to buy
the car, he dismissed it with the remark,
“yeah, right…”
James’ friend took the salesperson
aside and explained that he had better
listen because Mr LeBlanc could buy
anything he wanted.
Although the car had already been
built, he wasn’t content to leave it
the way it was. The first alteration he
made was the addition of the European
headlamps. Of course, many people in
the US have made this modification to
their cars, but they generally take the
easy way out. They just retrofit the lights.
James wasn’t content with that. He
requested that Crewe should deliver the

correct parts for the wash function that
all European-specification Silver Spurs
have built into their front bumpers as
factory equipment.
He also had a ‘factory’ CD player
installed in the car. This may seem like
a very small item today, but in the mid1980s, having a CD player was a very
big deal and it is probable that no other
Silver Spur was so equipped in 1988.
These subtle changes were just the
beginning of a very serious car addiction
that gathered steam over the next
decade. By the time James got around to
his second Rolls-Royce, he had decided
that, in future, all his cars would be very
special – even by Crewe standards.
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THE ARNAGE ERA
CAR NUMBER TWO: 1995 ROLLS-ROYCE FLYING SPUR
Flying Spur (SCX55646) was
ordered to celebrate the owner’s
46th birthday – he specifically
wanted 46 in the chassis number.
Originally conceived as a limited
run with 150 examples worldwide,
the Flying Spur (essentially a
Bentley Turbo R with a Rolls-Royce
interior and grille) is nevertheless a
rare car (see p60).
The coachwork of LeBlanc’s car is
special order Pearl Red, which shows
different characters under different
lighting. It also softens the contours
of the rather boxy body. The wheels
are extra-wide 17-inch Bentley
wheels with a Rolls-Royce insignia,
something done on only three other
cars and the wheel arches were
altered to allow clearance.
The rear window is a special
smaller style first offered on a
Silver Spur by Hooper and fitted as
standard to the Touring Limousine
by Mulliner Park Ward. This feature
was to become a LeBlanc trademark
and was fitted to all his later Crewebuilt saloon cars.
Only four Flying Spurs were built
with the reduced rear window and
this was the only one to come to
the United States. The other three
were ordered by Mayfair dealer
Jack Barclay. After LeBlanc and Jack
Barclay had shown such interest,
the design was offered in 1996 as
an option for all Silver Spurs and
Bentley derivatives. It was also
fitted to the Springfield Edition
Silver Spurs sold only in 1996.
Leblanc ordered his car with two
mascots; one standing and one
kneeling. A special compartment
was incorporated into the boot to
hold the mascot that was not in use.
Apparently the kneeling mascot was

22
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used for events where more senior RollsRoyces would be present. He felt that his
car should show respect by kneeling.
Other exterior features included
stainless steel sill finishers and wheel
arch trims with special badging to the
quarter panels signifying that the car
was built by Mulliner Park Ward.
The interior is luxuriously appointed
with contrasting colour leather inserts in
the front doors and special cross-banded
wood veneers in the rear inserts. Leblanc
is long-legged and was never satisfied
with the front seat comfort, so special
items were made to provide longer seat
cushions and arm rests. The rear seats
have a special veneered storage box
between them, making the car into a
four-seater. He is also a health nut, so
no ashtrays were ever fitted. In addition,
the master switch for the ignition and
headlamp system features a backlit
image of the chassis number of the car.
One thing that made James Leblanc
stand out among most Rolls-Royce
owners is that he used his cars for daily
transport. He maintained the cars to
the highest standards but drove
everywhere in them, regardless of the
weather or the roads. As a result, his
Rolls-Royce Flying Spur had run up more
than 70,000 miles by the time his new
Bentley Continental T arrived.

The Flying Spur, Continental T and Arnage
Flying B outside LeBlanc’s hill-top ‘castle’

CAR NUMBER THREE: 1998 BENTLEY
The first time James LeBlanc saw a
Continental T was in the showroom of
Steve Folly Cadillac Rolls-Royce Bentley
in Chicago while they were carrying out
service work on his Flying Spur.
The flared wheel arches, the big red
starter button, and most of all, the
400bhp grabbed his attention. However, a
few changes would have to be carried out
for the car to be perfect. Money was no
object and eventually the cost of the car
in 1997 came to around $400,000.
The first change was to replace the back
seat with a platform suitable for a baby
seat for his new grandchild, or for Flip, the
family dog. This was not as simple as just
deleting the seat. A number of parts had
to be fabricated from scratch and Crewe
charged James more than $14,000 for this
modification. The idea proved popular
and was added to the options list for the
Continental T and featured in brochures.
The starter button on a standard
Continental T is on the console, but James
though that it would look better on the
dashboard. Bentley obliged for $558.00.
As with the Flying Spur, ashtrays front and
rear were deleted and the area covered
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CONTINENTAL T (spotted in the UK in February 2015 with 33,000 miles)
with engine turned aluminium to match
the rest of the dashboard. Crewe made
the change for a very reasonable $724.00
and $451.00, respectively.
Leblanc really liked the illuminated
switch plate on the Flying Spur, so he had
the same feature recreated. Engraved sill
plates bearing the name of the owner
were also commissioned. The cost of
these were $558 and $270 respectively.
Puddle lamps were added to both
doors for $3289. Of course, if there are
puddles, it must be raining. Two matching
umbrellas were fitted for $244.

Continental T (WCX67148) outside the
LeBlanc residence when the car was new

Dozens of changes were specified
from embroidered headrests to nonstandard paint. The US base price of
a 1998 Continental T was $343,950.
With all LeBlanc’s modifications, this
car came in at $370,413. Taxes added
another $45,000.
After taking delivery, LeBlanc
decided he was not satisfied with the
grille. Despite the fact that he had
ordered it in chrome rather than body
colour, he felt something was missing
and decided that the car needed a
mascot. However, the ordinary flying
B wouldn’t do. He described that as
being ‘too dinky’ for such a car.
The solution was a new grille that
could carry a ‘proper’ mascot, in the
style of the old 8-litre Bentleys of the
1930s. This was a daunting task, even
for the craftsmen at Crewe. After a
huge amount of research, they were
able to make a Flying B and grille
shell to satisfy Mr LeBlanc. The entire
apparatus was shipped to the US and
installed on car the at an additional
cost of $14,000.
• Pictures courtesy of DD Classics

LeBlanc’s long wheel base Arnage (for
which he paid a deposit of just $5) was
so special that the company gave it a
new name – Arnage Flying B.
The Silver Tempest car had magnolia
leather and carpets. The dash roll
and piping were French Blue as were
the tops of the armrests. The car
had three sets of lambswool rugs in
different colours to suit the mood of
the owner.
Veneer was extended to additional
areas of the centre console and the
stereo cover was inlaid with the
chassis number in silver. There was a
unique dial package and the car was
equipped with separate digital and
analogue phones with a handset fitted
to the driver’s door.
Outside, there was a reduced rear
window – the first US Arnage to have
this feature and only the second in
the world to do so. LeBlanc specified a
special $4700 petrol cap with chrome
plating and an engraved Bentley logo.
Bentley liked it so much they added
it to the official options list and later
reimbursed LeBlanc for his $4700.
As on his Continental T, the slatted
grille had two mascots and when
LeBlanc entertained foreign business
dignitaries, their national flags were
flown from poles on the car. It was
driven in all weathers, doing more than
135,000 miles by the time it was sold.
It is thought that LeBlanc later
commissioned another LWB Bentley
Arnage, which was not US-legal. He
intended to bring it into the States
under an obscure law called ‘show
and display,’ which allows a nonconforming car to be imported but
not used as transportation. However,
his circumstances changed and the car
remained unused for a couple of years
before going to what is believed to be
a German dealer who sold the car on
LeBlanc’s behalf.
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Reading
Return to

The 2016 South of England Rally returned to Bradfield College near
Reading. There were 112 cars on the official entry list but more arrived on
the day to park in front of the historic buildings, of these 35 were SZs
24
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Rolls-Royce and Bentley
HeRitage dealeRs
“Attention to Detail”

Bradfield
BY NUMBERS

112
27%
16

cars entered in advance

of those were SZs

of the SZ entries were RollsRoyces (including nine Silver Spirits,
two Silver Spurs, a Silver Dawn and
four post-1983 Corniches)

11

of the saloons were built by
Bentley (five Turbo Rs, one RT, four
Brooklands and an Eight)
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur Park Ward Limousine
February 1998.
Only 7,400 miles from new and in excellent condition.

6
35

two-door SZs were entered –
two Continental Rs and four Corniches

Bentley Turbo R 400

Rolls-Royce Flying Spur Estate

June 1997.
Limited edition upgraded to 420bhp.
Maintained by P & A Wood for many years.

February 1995.
Unique bespoke recent conversion to an estate car.
Excellent condition.

SZs were counted on the day

Great Easton, Dunmow, Essex CM6 2HD, England
Telephone: 01371 870848 Fax: 01371 870810
E-mail: enquiries@pa-wood.co.uk www.pa-wood.co.uk
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The technical journal for horticulture

Wheatcwinning
Kevin
cours
his con Continental
Bentley oration
rest

Melon and cotton aphid
breeds quickly and
can form large colonies
on stems, young leaves,
ﬂower buds and
growing points of a
wide range of
ornamental species

THE HOT LIST
Complete guide
to every Turbo R

The only Flying
Spur
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars congratulates the Silver Ghost Register
estate in the worldon the launch of ‘The Silver Ghost’ Magazine.

New treatments for
pests of ornamentals

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited
The Drive, Westhampnett, Chichester, West Sussex PO18 0SH
Tel. +44 (0) 1243 384000 www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com
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Module drenches and netting
pitted against cabbage root ﬂy

FOR
ALL OWNERS AND ENTHUSIASTS OF 1980s
Official fuel economy figures for the Rolls-Royce Range: Urban 12.3-13.3mpg (23.0-21.2l/100km). Extra Urban 27.7-28.8mpg (10.2-9.8l/100km).
Combined 18.9-20.2mpg (14.9-14.0l/100km). CO emissions: 349-327g/km. Figures may vary depending on driving style and conditions.
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AHDB projects show how to
encourage orchard predators

Be there or Be square!

The Millfield Magazine
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WEDMORE 4 bedrooms • 4 receptions • newly
fitted kitchen • 2 acres of formal gardens and woodland

WELLS 4 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • 2 additional
holiday cottages • approx 1 acre landscaped garden

Combe House is a detached home built in 1929. enjoying wonderful
views, the property is set in a private lane within a short walk of the
village. it has four receptions, a newly fitted kitchen breakfast room,
utility room and a large conservatory. On the first floor there are four
double bedrooms, the master with en suite and a family bathroom.

Period property within easy reach of Wells. Originally a four bedroom
family home with two en suites as well as a family bathroom, the
property could be split into a 2 bedroom home with a 2 bed holiday
cottage. There are two additional detached holiday cottages providing
an income. Private landscaped gardens of approximately one acre.
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WEBBINGTON 4 bedrooms all with en suite
shower or WC • family bathroom • garage • parking

WEDMORE 2 bedrooms • light and airy • inglenook
fireplace in the living room • exposed beams • study

An award winning modern detached house in a hillside location with
breathtaking views. All the benefits of a new build whilst looking like
a period cottage. Set in grounds of just under half an acre. Kitchen
breakfast room, lounge and dining room. Gardens are mainly laid to
lawn and there is a newly built detached garage plus off road parking.

Detached property within walking distance of Wedmore. The current
owner has carried out an extensive refurbishment, creating a light
and airy property with exposed beams and a large inglenook. Kitchen,
sitting room and study; two bedrooms and a bathroom. A stone path
leads to the front door, with a private, sunny courtyard to the side.

A MODERN, Ex-MILLfIELD ESTATE AGENT WITh TRADITIONAL vALuES,
cOMMITTED TO hELpING MILLfIELD pARENTS…
The highly motivated and vastly experienced staff at Charles Barnard Estate Agents offer you a fresh approach and superior service for your
residential property needs. We are dedicated to providing a quality service for all our clients as our people are fundamental to our business and
our reputation. Free valuations and no sale no fee.
We are proud of our proactive approach although we maintain the traditional values of a good estate agent.

Charles Barnard estate agents
SAxOn HOuSe, THe BOrOuGH, WeDmOre, BS28 4eB
Telephone: 01934 710 510

email: wedmore@charlesbarnard.co.uk

www.cbsignaturehomes.co.uk

www.charlesbarnard.co.uk
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The green stuff is on the
General manager
up, says the Soil Association. James Lambert
So how can indies make
predicts a ‘new wave’
the most of it?
of UK still wines
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‘I’m a great believer
that if you help
people, they will
help you in turn’

26
Two ways to improved aphid
control on strawberry

12-16 November 2013
at the Octagon Theatre,
Yeovil

14
Gaps in control options for
aphids and caterpillars are
closer to being ﬁlled after the
second season of work in
our MOPS trials programme

www.yeovilyouththeatre.org.uk
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Viruses, their vectors, and
the links to carrot browning
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Book, Music and Lyrics by
Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey

The best performing
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than 90% control
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Three of the systemic
plant protection
products and
three of the botanical
biopesticides tested
last year proved
to be eﬀective against
melon and cotton aphid
on a hebe crop
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Irish producers,
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festive range now
and you'll give the
multiples a run
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in December
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What’s shaking
and stirring in
wines and spirits
CHEF’S SELECTION 45
Why Michelin-starred
Josh Eggleton of the
Pony & Trap keeps space
behind the bar for Bristol
Beer Factory milk stout,
Sharpham Park spelt flour
and Tunworth cheese

We also sell a good many properties which do not reach the open market. Likewise our
lettings department covers the same area and deals with cottages to country houses.

THE SPECIALIST
AGENT FOR
INTERESTING
PROPERTIES
IN SOMERSET

As a past parent (pre-prep to 6th form) I fully understand the importance of finding the
right property to suit all your needs. For example, proximity for pick-ups and drop-offs,
convenience for travel needs, social life, re-sale/letting prospects, etc.

WE SELL AND RENT

We are also happy to value or survey any property we are not dealing with and indeed to
assist in a search for a suitable property.

DISCREETLY WHICH

We have the best selection of properties within a wide area surrounding Millfield in the
price ranges from £500,000 to several million.

A BIG
SPLASH

A S U PPL E M E N T T O

2015-16 Edition

FOOD & DRINK
FROM IRELAND

BUTTER CHOCOLATE BALSAMICS SMOKED SALMON CHEESE SPICES
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The complete guide to the

as a Mulsanne Turbo LWB. The second
Turbo R was also a LWB edition, ordered
by Jack Barclay. The third was for a British
dealer and the fourth was destined for
delivery to Switzerland. Only the fifth
Turbo R was a short wheelbase model,
built under VIN FCX12695 and sold to
Monte Carlo.
Production of the Mulsanne Turbo
ended with a batch of six model year 1985
cars, the last one being FCH14162.

Bentley Turbo R
Marinus Rijkers outlines the evolution of the big saloon that was destined
to spearhead the Bentley revival during the 1980s and 1990s. Please
note that all the production dates in this feature refer to model years

MODEL EVOLUTION

In addition to twin headlamps, in model year 1989 the Turbo R received side skirts. This 1992
model (NCH44448) with later alloys belongs to SZ Register member Stephen Richardson
in roll stiffness, he demanded 50 per cent.
“The most salient feature of the new
Bentley Turbo R,” the press kit explained,
“is the completely revised suspension:
increased rigidity anti-roll bars at front
and rear, a firmer setting of the rear axle
gas springs, stiffer front dampers and the
incorporation of a Panhard rod on the
rear sub-frame are the most important
individual items.”
Although official figures were never
provided by Rolls-Royce, the estimate of
the initial power output of the Turbo R
was 221 kW (300 PS; 298bhp) with 660
Nm (486.8 lb ft) of torque.

the Mulsanne Turbo. Many 1985 Turbo Rs
were registered as Mulsanne Turbos and
vice versa. They couldn’t be distinguished
by their chassis numbers, since both
these models used the same engine and
model indications.
The first Bentley Turbo R was long
wheelbase chassis FCH12433. This car,
ordered for Managing Director David
Plastow and owned by the Crewe Service
Centre, was referred to during production

The Turbo R dashboard received a revised
layout, with a new centre console and the
rev counter being re-introduced. At the
front, the car could be recognised by a red
badge on the radiator shell.
In October 1986, for the 1987 model
year, the Turbo R received anti-lock brakes
and Bosch KE-Motronic fuel injection to
replace the Solex carburettors of previous
cars. Other modifications carried out at
the same time included new, slimmer
sports seats and a higher rear axle ratio.
From that 1987 model year (20,000
series chassis numbers) the V8 engine
was retuned, with fuel injection for
added torque for all models, the Turbo R
included. Power output increased from
298 to 328bhp.
In mid-1988 (for model year 1989)
changes were made to the appearance >

Early Turbo Rs used the Mulsanne’s rectangular lights and had no skirts – 1988 Turbo R ( JCH22013) owned by SZ Register member Ross Naidoo

TURBO ‘HANDLING PACKAGE’
Early in the 1970s, Rolls-Royce Motors Ltd
started to develop a turbocharged engine.
It was initially intended for the Camargue
but, by the time the turbo was ready to
be offered in a production car, it had been
decided to fit it to the Mulsanne saloon
instead. The Mulsanne Turbo was the
first Crewe-built Bentley to be launched
without being accompanied by a similar
Rolls-Royce badged model.
The Mulsanne Turbo was a quick,
comfortable car and the model would
30
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herald the start of the Bentley revival. The
main objection customers (and the press)
had to the Mulsanne Turbo concerned its
soft ride and road holding, which were not
considered a match for its performance.
The factory decided to overcome this
problem by offering a handling package.
As a result, the Bentley Turbo R was
introduced in March 1985. The “R” stood
for “road holding”, to set it apart from
its predecessor. It inherited the engine
from the Mulsanne Turbo and sported

a retuned suspension set-up with wider
tyres on alloy wheels (made by the
Speedline Company) – a first for a Bentley.
The suspension changes, though
seemingly subtle, transformed the soft
and less than well-controlled ride of
the Mulsanne Turbo into that of a real
performer. Developments to improve
handling had already begun when Mike
Dunn was appointed engineering director
at Crewe in February 1983 and, instead of
the initially proposed 10 per cent increase
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The Turbo R was launched as a new model
in March 1985. The production name
during the first months of the renewed
model was Bentley Turbo ‘handling
package’, which stressed the evolution of
This early Turbo RL (GCH14880) is a 1986
model owned by SZ Register member
Magnus Plambeck. It has a bright grille
surround, specified as a special order, which
gives it the look of a Mulsanne. Turbo cars
all had a painted radiator shell as standard
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Turbo R power output
Model

Model
Year

Power
(bhp)

Turbo R

1985
1987
1995
1995
1998
1998

298
328
385
402
400
420

Turbo S
Turbo RT
Turbo RT Mulliner

TURBO S

LWB 1996 Bentley Turbo RL (TCX57279) belonging to SZ Register member Emil Koppen. In
model year 1997 long wheelbase became standard and the model name reverted to Turbo R
with the introduction of twin round
headlamps, skirts and a bigger front
spoiler. Towards the end of 1991,
GM’s 4L80-E four-speed automatic
transmission replaced the long running
three-speed Turbo Hydramatic 400 in all
Bentley and Rolls-Royce model ranges.
A ‘New’ Turbo R model was introduced
in 1995 for model year 1996. Changes
included Zytek fuel injection and various
cosmetic updates.
In 1996 (for model year 1997) the short
wheelbase Turbo R was deleted, leaving
only the model previously sold as the
Turbo RL, which was now referred to
simply as the Turbo R.

For model year 1998, the Turbo R
was replaced by the even more powerful
Turbo RT.
Other significant changes during the
Turbo R’s production run include:
1990: introduction of adaptive ride
and improved handling, plus an airbag
for US-market cars.
1993: mounting of the gear lever on the
centre console, green badges were fitted
in this year only.
1994: deletion of the bonnet moulding.
In addition to the above, several
modifications were made to the
dashboard layout and design of the seats
during Turbo R production.

In 1995, the Bentley Turbo S was
announced as a strictly limited model,
with an envisaged production run of fewer
than 100 units.
This was effectively a stop-gap model
to maintain sales before the introduction
of the Bentley Arnage and, in the end,
just 60 units were produced – these
were offered to customers in selected
European, Middle Eastern and Asian
markets only.
The engine used Bosch 3.1 Motronic
fuel injection and a digital ignition system
derived from Formula 1 technology; it
was fitted with a larger exhaust-driven
Garrett AirResearch turbocharger with an
intercooler.
The car was also fitted with a viscous
differential and, with its new 255/55WR17
tyres, the 402bhp Turbo S was able to
achieve a top speed of 155mph (249 kph).

Above: Bentley Turbo S (SCH56806). The Turbo S can be distinguished by its model year
1996 bumpers, while retaining the 1995 mirrors and quarterlight windows on the front doors
32
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1998 Bentley Turbo RT (WCH66074) belonging to SZ Register member Richard Charnley. The RT has five-spoke alloys, a Bentley Eight-style
mesh grille and different spoilers, also with mesh grilles at the front, to differentiate it from the Bentley Turbo R that the model replaced

TURBO RT
The Bentley Turbo RT was the last and
rarest model in the Turbo R line. The RT
was fitted with the 400bhp (298 kW; 406
PS) turbo 6.75-litre V8 engine used by the
two-door Continental T.
Visual differences included five-spoke
alloy wheels, a mesh radiator grille as
originally used by the Bentley Eight, and
colour-coded bumpers with bright mesh
inserts set in the air dam at the front.

Although its top speed was electronically
limited to 150mph (240kph), the Turbo
RT was every bit as fast as other sporting
saloons of the time and it was certainly
more luxurious. The Turbo RT was built
during model years 1998 and 1999 (just
five examples were built in 1999), with a
total of 252 units, of which only two were
SWB. It was a ‘runout special’, to help
sell the last SZ-style bodies before the
introduction of the Arnage.

TURBO RT MULLINER
The Bentley Turbo RT Mulliner, available
only to special order for the 1998 model
year, was even more exclusive and
expensive than the ‘standard’ Turbo RT.
They were sold to selected customers
via renderings by Darren Day, a member
of Graham Hull’s styling team at Pyms
Lane. The Mulliner version boasts a
420bhp (313 kW; 426 PS) engine with
634 lb/ft (861 Nm) of torque. This was >

The Bentley Turbo RT Mulliner was built to special order, with customers able to choose from
an extensive range of options, but all featured unique bumpers and many vents as standard
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TURBO R NEWPORT BEACH

Note Weybridge & Mead red starter
button to the right of the ignition lock

The Turbo R Weybridge & Mead is fitted with the 400bhp engine and the model is often referred to as an RL400. To accommodate its wider
Pirelli-shod 18-inch five-spoke alloy wheels and increased rear track, the wheel arches are more flared than those of the standard car
achieved thanks to a new compressor
for the turbocharger, remapped engine
management system, and modifications
to the air intake system. Mulliners have
more aerodynamic, rounded bumpers
with prominent venting and often
foglamps, as well as flared wheel arches
to accommodate a wider track and larger
18-inch alloy wheels, sitting on lowprofile 255/55 tyres. Each car was built to
individual specifications and many were
equipped with side and bonnet vents, and
also a smaller rear window. One popular
feature in Mulliners is a speedometer for
the passengers in the rear seats.
A production run of just 50 cars was
planned but additional orders were
received. In the end, 56 Turbo RT Mulliners
were built, of which one LHD example was
built to 1999 model year specifications,
17 were right-hand drive and one of these
had a short wheelbase.

BENTLEY TURBO R SPORT
In 1997 the factory developed a special
version of the Bentley Turbo R for the
German market with its unrestricted
motorways. This was the Turbo R Sport
and it was delivered exclusively to the
34
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European market. The engine was the
same 6.75-litre V8 as the Turbo R which
produced 385bhp but the Turbo R Sport
was the first car to go into production
with 340mm diameter front brakes.
The interior used dark veneer or carbon
fibre (carbon-check Kevlar) for the
dashboard and waistrails and also for the
integral sat-nav and hi-fi display. Other
features included the 17-inch alloys that
later appeared on the Turbo RT, upgrades
to the DVD, TV, CD and speakers, a unique
seat design incorporating two-tone or
perforated hide trim, special rear seat
covers, chrome control buttons and,
finally, an 18ct master key with parts of
the key made from solid gold.
Of the 20 cars that were manufactured,
12 left the factory with wood trim and
eight examples with carbon fibre.

TURBO R H.R. OWEN
During model year 1996, dealer
H.R. Owen ordered six Dealer Limited
Edition (DLE) examples of the Bentley
Turbo R. H.R. Owen had acquired the
James Young brand after the famous
coachbuilder ceased business at the end
of the 1960s and a badge with this name

was fitted to the H.R. Owen version
which also became known as the Bentley
Turbo R James Young Limited Edition.
These six cars were equipped with a
reduced rear window, styled air ducts in
the bonnet and front wings, a glass moon
roof, a single oval exhaust tail pipe and
17-inch 5 spoke chrome wheels.
Striking interior features included
modified sports seats, orange tinted
dashboard lighting, chrome trim to
various instruments, a carbon fibre finish
for the woodwork, personalised stainless
steel treadplates, and a sports-style
steering wheel. To add the finishing touch,
each car was supplied with a Tanner Krolle
designer briefcase.

The seats had black leather inserts
surrounded by spruce hide surrounds, the
headlining was black hide with a spruce
central panel, and all the other leather
was black, except for the spruce steering
wheel rim, gear lever surround, upper half
of the sunvisors and the underside of the
top roll. Every example was fitted with a
plaque on the centre console displaying
the number of the car.

TURBO R INDONESIAN
The Indonesian dealer commissioned
special versions of the 1997 model year
Bentley Brooklands and Turbo R. These
were to have ruched door trim panels,
embroidered headrests, sports-style
steering wheel, Mulliner Park Ward sill
plates, upgraded amplifiers, video monitor
and a walnut gear knob. Although some
Brooklands were delivered to customers,
not a single Turbo R Indonesian was sold.

The Newport Beach Dealer Limited
Edition was based on the model year 1997
cars. Only two Bentley Turbo R versions
were manufactured and one Rolls-Royce
Silver Spur Newport Beach.
These were made specially for the
Newport Beach show in California on
4 May 1997. The Turbo R Newport Beach
was equipped with a 400bhp engine (the
standard 1997 Turbo R had ‘only’ 385bhp),
18-inch wheels with Pirelli 255x50 tyres
and badges with green detailing. Exterior
mirrors, headlamp surrounds, radiator
vanes and wing vents were colour-keyed.
The cars were fitted with a number
of commemorative features such as
embroidered overmats, an engraved
plaque set into the door in front of the
hi-fi unit, other plaques on both front
door treadplates, a badge to the
left-hand side of the boot lid, and special
Turbo R 400 badges to the front quarters
and right-hand side of the boot lid.
A lot of veneer was applied, for example
on the steering wheel and the door cards
of all four doors. A photographic build
record was made for both cars.

TURBO R WEYBRIDGE & MEAD
Dealer Weybridge & Mead ordered six
Limited Editions of the 1997 model year
Turbo R. These were fitted with a long

list of special features. The first example
was sold to the singer Elton John, also
known for his fine Rolls-Royce and
Bentley collection. The car was fitted with
a 400bhp engine, 10mm flared wheel
arches all round an increased rear track
and 18-inch five-spoke road wheels with
Pirelli tyres. The door mirrors were colour
keyed to match the bodywork but the
radiator shell and vanes and the scuttle
grille surrounds were chrome plated.
Other embellishments included roofmounted vanity mirrors, a push button
starter adjacent to the ignition key, and
a Sony XRC900 entertainment system
with Mission speakers. An engraved
commemorative plaque was set into the
hi-fi door.
The cars had special black exterior
badges and inscribed sill plates to
emphasise their bespoke nature.

TURBO RT OLYMPIAN
In 1998, London dealer Jack Barclay
agreed to order a small number of Bentley
Turbo RTs with many special features.
These were sold as the Bentley Turbo RT
Olympian. Only four examples (and two
Rolls-Royce Silver Spurs) were built.
All Olympians had Twilight Blue
coachwork and special blue leather
interior trim. They had a reduced size rear
window, 18-inch five-spoke alloy wheels >

TURBO R SE
The Bentley Turbo R SE (SE stands for
Special Edition) was built in model year
1996. There were 12 cars manufactured
and these were delivered exclusively to
the American market.
All Turbo R SE examples were finished
with Black Emerald coachwork (a very
dark green), including the door mirror
mountings, radiator vanes and headlamp
surrounds.
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This example (WCH66376) belonging to SZ Register member Clive Emson is one of only
four Bentley Turbo RT Olympians to be built. All of them were finished in Twilight Blue
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Bespoke interiors feature prominently in
most Hooper Turbo R conversions

unconfirmed number of 11 Val d’Iseres
were built – all of them, or at least the
majority, commissioned by the Royal
family of Brunei. The Brunei Royal Family
also ordered a modified version of the
four-wheel drive Val d’Isere that was
called the Sports Estate car. All such
examples were built on an exclusive basis
and received a chassis number that was
not part of the regular factory series.

IMPERIAL AND PEGASUS

SZ Register member Andy Hurfurt’s 1989 two-door Hooper Turbo R (KCH26285) features NASCA vents, a reduced rear window, sun roof
and a custom-built centre console. Hooper repositioned the ash trays onto the doors and fitted polished in-fills to the rear light clusters
(the same as those of the Mulliner), an
Olympian boot badge, commemorative
treadplate badges, ruched inserts in the
seats and special wood.

TURBO R HOOPER CONVERSION
Colin Hyams of “Authorised RollsRoyce and Bentley dealers” Hooper &
Co (Coachbuilders) Limited of Clabon
Works, Kimberley Road, London, started
business in the early 1980s by producing
conversions of current Rolls-Royce and
Bentley models.
Following a few Silver Shadow-based
conversions, many Hooper SZs were
commissioned. Among the options were a
reduced size rear window, special Hooper
sills, wire wheels, a tilt/sliding sunroof and
bespoke interiors.
Dozens of Rolls-Royce and Bentley
saloons were converted into two-door
coupés, stretched Emperor limousines and
distinctive two-door Empress II models.
All of these were aftermarket conversions,
often carried out on brand new cars.
At least 44 Turbo Rs were entrusted
to Hooper for conversion, five of them
being long wheelbase cars. Four cars were
transformed into what Hooper called the
36
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Empress II and a further 13 Turbo Rs
were re-engineered into two-door coupés
with more conventional front and rear
styling, similar to the original saloon
shape. One car was completely rebuilt
and modified after a serious collision.
The other 26 examples have a variety of
exterior and interior embellishments. It is
also believed that two Bentley Turbo Rs

were stretched by Hooper to become
Emperor Limousines.

VAL D’ISERE AND SPORTS ESTATE
In a similar way to Hooper, Robert Jankel
Design of Weybridge, Surrey, England
(RJD) designed a number of special
editions based on the Turbo R. In 1989
they offered a design of their own called

Typical Hooper touches include reduced
rear window and polished light surrounds
the Bentley Val d’Isere. This car was a
Turbo R with a shortened rear end and
with a four-wheel drive conversion (see
page 59). The rear wheels of the Val
d’Isere were conventionally powered by
the car’s normal engine and transmission
system. However, the front wheels were
driven hydraulically by motors built into
each modified front hub assembly. An

The Royal Family of Brunei was an
important customer for the Crewe factory
during the 1990s. A number of models
were designed on an exclusive basis and
two of these were derivatives of the
Bentley Turbo R. They were designed and
built by the factory, although the work
took place in secret locations.
Based on the 1995 Turbo R, the factory
designed and built the Bentley Imperial.
This was a stretched version of the car
that resembled the ‘standard’ Touring
Limousine. A batch of six cars was made.
The other Turbo R-based car was the
Bentley Pegasus – a four-door saloon with
unique styling. At least nine examples
were made. The Imperial and Pegasus
both had chassis numbers that were not
part of any standard series.

NUMBERS
The Bentley Turbo R sold very well
and must be considered one of the
most important models contributing
to the Bentley revival. In the table
below, production numbers are listed
according to model year. However, a
few notes are necessary in order to
interpret the figures accurately.
During the early years of Turbo R
production, the car was not able to
meet the United States emissions
laws and it was not available in that
country until the start of model year
1989. In that same year the round
twin headlamps were introduced and
this suggests that no US-specification
Turbo Rs were built with Americanstyle rectangular headlamps.
Additionally, in model year 1997
the long wheelbase chassis became
the standard version of the Turbo R
and the name was changed from
Turbo RL to simply Turbo R.
This confusion accounts for the
different production numbers quoted
by some other sources. In this table
all the figures have been derived
by counting vehicle identification
numbers (VIN).

Bentley Turbo R model year production figures

SZ Register member Nicholas Burton’s 1998 Turbo RT (WCH66363) is fitted with a
non-standard Bentley mascot, bonnet centre strip and a matrix honeycomb grille
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Turbo R
Turbo R LWB
Turbo S
Turbo RT
Turbo RT Mulliner
RHD LHD
Total RHD LHD
Total RHD LHD
Total RHD LHD
Total RHD LHD
Total
1985
53
11
64
7
2
9
1986
176
88
264
18
6
24
1987 201
87
288
17
21
38
1988
191
98
289
24
24
48
1989 407
515
922
43
80
123
1990 336
585
921
49
98
147
1991 265
496
761
69
249
318
1992
82
86
168
21
55
76
1993
77
64
141
38
24
62
1994
115
81
196
32
21
53
1995
88
56
144
25
22
47
29
31
60
1996 169
112
281
46
53
99
1997
4
4
8
367
113
480
1998										
203
44
247
17
38
55
1999											
5
5		1
1
Total			
4447			
1524			
60			
252			
56
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The chauffeur’s

TALE

David Taylor
remembers his first
drive in a Rolls-Royce
back in 1989 that led
to many adventures
behind the wheel at
home and in the USA

“If you’re on time,
38
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you’re late”

Saturday November 11, 1989: the date is
etched in David Taylor’s memory. That’s
the day he drove a Crewe car for the very
first time, following an 11am interview
with his soon-to-be employer. It was
a 1987 Bentley Turbo R (HCH20869)
with 21,730 miles on the clock. This was
followed a little later by the opportunity
to drive his Silver Spur Centenary Replica
number 23 (FCH14023) which had
covered just 16,827 miles.
“I began to hone my driving skills
when I was a young police officer in the
Leicestershire Constabulary,” he says. “I
attended my first Advanced Motor Cycle
Course when I was 21 years old. That
was a very young age to take the course
even then, and I think it is unlikely that
anybody of that age will now take the
test because of a change in the recruiting
policy.” This was followed by additional
certificates attained with the Staffordshire
force before leaving the police with an
Exemplary Conduct certificate.
Most of the 1980s was spent with the
Department of Transport as a driving
examiner in West Yorkshire. “During
this time I obtained membership of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists for both
cars and motorcycles over 100cc.
>
Left: this picture is believed to feature cars
belonging to Camelot, a chauffeur drive
company once owned by the Savoy Hotel
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GENERAL ADVICE FROM THE 1981 ROLLS-ROYCE AND BENTLEY CHAUFFEUR’S HANDBOOK…
Set a good example
by always using
your seatbelt
and ask your
passengers if they
wish to avail
themselves of
this protective
restraint.
Ensure your
driving
position is correct and that
your mirrors are adjusted correctly.
Nothing is likely to unsettle a passenger
more than a driver adjusting a mirror or
seat after he has moved off.

40

Leather gloves must be worn when
driving. Ensure that your cap is worn at all
times.
Late braking or jerky steering is due to
poor assessment of a bend and approach
speed. It is bad driving and detrimental
to both the safety and comfort of your
passengers.
Do not sound your horn needlessly or
aggressively.
Do not overtake other vehicles or stop
your car on a corner or bend.

Rehearse the selection of your car
controls so the movement of your hand
becomes automatic.

Never smoke within half an hour of
picking up passengers and open all
windows to remove traces of smell.
Do not slouch or drive with your arm on
the window sill even when alone.

Know the time and selection of radio
programmes. Ensure that the volume is
not excessive.

Do not enter into conversation unless first
addressed by the passenger; your reply
should be brief but courteous. Further

Then came another career change and
unplanned mid-life adventure,” he says.
“I was reading the classifieds in
a Harrogate free newspaper when I
spotted a wanted ad for an ‘Experienced
Chauffeur’ with a Box number to reply
to.” It was two-and-a-half months
before David heard back and the phone
call came from Mr Clegg, a Yorkshire
businessman and car enthusiast (he was
boss of a textile mill and later created the
Mountleigh property empire) living at
Old Hall in Bramham, who invited him
for an interview.
“The first thing I saw, as I parked my
Opel Monza coupé on the drive at Old
Hall, was one of his Bentley Turbo Rs –
a 1987 model, registered RAC 636,
finished in vermilion with magnolia hide
piped in red.
“This Turbo R was the first Rolls-Royce
or Bentley I had driven. I took it out and
Mr Clegg assessed my driving from the
front passenger seat. Next thing I knew, I

was engaged as his chauffeur.”
David often drove Mr Clegg and his
family in this Turbo R and also in the
Silver Spur Centenary Replica registered
100 ML that was kept at the same
address. “The Rolls-Royce was reserved
for special occasions only. It was
truly memorable. I have a copy of the
Centenary poster on my wall with a
cutting of the original job advertisement
mounted next to it. Whereas the Turbo R
had huge torque on tap and superb sports
seats, the Silver Spur Centenary was even
more special –rare and refined.” There was
also a new Daimler limousine that was
called on for service when more passenger
space was needed.
“I learned of the Rolls-Royce
chauffeurs’ course from reading the
Turbo R handbook and booked myself a
place for May 1990. There were five or
six chauffeurs on the course that lasted
for four-and-a-half days, concluding at
lunchtime on Friday. While at the factory
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conversation should not be continued
unless encouraged by the passenger.
When meeting passengers at a railway
station you should wait at the platform
to assist with luggage. At hotels the
unloading of the luggage compartment
is the chauffeur’s responsibility.
Always stand by the car ready to
open and close the doors. Ensure your
passengers are comfortably seated
before taking up your driving position.
On arriving at your destination you
should always be the first to alight and,
when occasion demands, walk around
the back of the car to gain access to the
other side. This also applies to starting
off as it is easier to ensure that all doors
are properly closed and the area you
may have to reverse into is clear.
Give priority to lady passengers and
assist them to alight if necessary.

… AND ON PROTECTING PASSENGERS AGAINST KIDNAP, EXPLOSIVE DEVICES AND ACTS OF TERRORISM
GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
It is necessary, when chauffeuring, to
guard passengers against the possibility
of kidnap or acts of terrorism.
Although there is no definite
procedure that can guarantee complete
protection, compliance with the basic
rules listed below will help to minimise
the dangers.
1. Whenever practical, park the car in a
private lock-up garage ensuring that the
car doors, luggage compartment, and
garage are locked.
2. When parking the car at night time,
try to select a well lit area.
3. At functions, whilst waiting,
chauffeurs should develop a rota system
to enable a constant watch to be
maintained over a group of vehicles.
4. Do not discuss details of your travel
plans with anyone who does not need
to know them..
5. Whenever possible, vary your parking
places and times.

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
Become familiar with the underside
profile of your car, this being the most
likely location for explosive devices to be
planted. Adopt the following procedure
when approaching the car.

It is recommended that the driver makes
use of the centralised door locking
system as soon as the passengers are
comfortably seated.
1. Observe the car from the front, rear,
and sides at a respectable distance,
looking for carrier bags, packages,
wires etc.
2. Slowly walk around the car and
scrutinise closely, paying equal attention
to the wheels and tyres.
3. Place covering on the ground to protect
clothing and then carefully inspect the
underside of the car.

…DEALING WITH ROYALTY…
In the event of you being required
to chauffeur a member of the Royal
Family, contact the person responsible
in the household concerned for details
of the itinerary and of the conduct
expected of you.
As a general guide for your conduct
the following rules apply.
Remove your cap directly the Royal
personage appears, the cap should
then remain off until you start your
journey.
Immediately you stop your car upon
arrival at your destination, remove
your cap and do not replace it until
the Royal personage has disappeared
from view.
It is not required that you leave your
seat to attend to the Royal personage
unless there is no other person present
to do so.
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Negotiating the skid pan for the driving assessment in pre-production Silver Spur ACH01006
I particularly enjoyed the notice inside
the doors warning pedestrians to ‘Beware,
silent motor cars’.
“The course was really informative
and challenging. Part of the instruction

4. Inspect the interior before any doors
are opened. This will be made easier if
the interior is kept free of clothing, boxes
and newspapers.
5. Keep a pocket torch for night
inspections.
Should you see anything to alert your
suspicions, do not attempt to move
anything but summon police assistance.

involved a demonstration of how to
polish the car. We then had to do the job
ourselves in order to discover how easy it
was to go right through the soft paint that
was then in use.

SUMMARY
It is essential that a chauffeur is
constantly alert to the dangers outlined
in this section. Vigilance and awareness
are the key factors in maintaining the
safety of both passengers and the car.
Do not relax by taking things for
granted.
Remember, a cautious person
continues to live.

“Another part of the tuition entailed
taking to the skid pan in a Silver Spur with
worn tyres. I remember the instructor
sitting next to me as we sped across the
wet and oily surface. Everything was
timed with a stopwatch and the fastest
chauffeur to complete the section was
given 100%. But it wasn’t all about
speed: before leaving the factory on your
Advanced Test you were allowed a margin
for error of only 1% above the factory
speed limit of 10mph – go above 11mph
and you failed.
“I received 93% for the skid pan,
85% for manoeuvring and Grade 1 for
the driving assessment. The examiner’s
comments and conclusions read: ‘A good
safe driver. Well done’.
Other chauffeuring work followed,
including a spell in Surrey as driver for
the principal of Berkeley Homes. “I drove
his Turbo R but he also had a Bentley
Continental. I replaced his previous
chauffeur who was believed to have
>
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fallen asleep at the wheel on the
motorway, damaging the car against the
central reservation. Amazingly, both I and
the previous driver shared the same first
and surnames!”
In July 1993, Autocar and Motor ran a
competition, in conjunction with Virgin
Atlantic and Jaguar, in which David
won a unique road trip across the USA,
driving along Route 66 to Los Angeles in
a Jaguar XJ12. This led to new contacts
for freelance work including a spell at
the wheel of a 1947 Rolls-Royce Silver
Wraith for the owner of C&D Zodiac – a
manufacturer of aircraft interiors.
“This gave rise to the longest
chauffeuring drive I have ever done. I
once took the principal’s wife and her dog
Molly from John Wayne Airport in Orange
County just outside Los Angeles to Broken
Arrow in Tulsa County, Oklahoma – a
distance of almost 1,500 miles. I later
brought her back.”
Another memorable event during his
time in the US occurred at Albers RollsRoyce (now known as Bentley Zionsville).
“I planned a detour to visit this famous
Indiana dealership founded in 1963 by
Hermann Albers.
“When I arrived I was met by Mr Albers
himself. This was in November 1993 and
he proceeded to try to sell me a brand

Argentinian widow of two distinguished
physicians – both of whom had
predeceased her.
“She lived in a waterside home at
Newport Beach and, during my time
there, a man called Merv Wright used to
fly down from Placerville every week to
service Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars and
then fly home again.
“He lent me a bicycle to get around
when I first arrived in town – like all
bicycles it had two pedals, so it was just
like driving an American car!”

David at the wheel of a white
1991 Bentley Turbo R back when
the car was a current model –
“the suit still fits!”
new LHD Bentley Turbo R
for $128,000. But it was a
1991 model.”
Southern Californian
jobs also included
driving a Lincoln for
Frank Greinke (owner
of Southern Counties
Oil Company) “and a
triple black Bentley
Turbo R for the

The ‘brand new’ 1991 Turbo R in the showroom of Albers Rolls-Royce in Zionsville in 1993
000
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• David Taylor has an unblemished
driving record since 1965. He has been
a member of the Institute of Advanced
Motorists since 1980 and the British
Chauffeurs Guild since 1992. He is a
Rolls-Royce Recommended Chauffeur,
holds a Rolls-Royce Advanced Driving
Certificate and would welcome the
opportunity to consider any chauffeur
work in the UK or abroad. Please contact
07586 723511
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Silver Spur Centenary Replica
In 1985, to celebrate 100 years of the UK motor industry, Rolls-Royce
built the original Silver Spur Centenary, followed by 25 official replicas

Inspiration.
Formulation.
Creation.

The UK motor industry celebrated its
100th anniversary in 1985 and, to mark
the occasion, the lavishly equipped
Silver Spur Centenary was built.
This was followed by 25 individually
numbered replicas, each having a
commemorative plaque inside the
glovebox door.
High profile original owners included
Ronald ‘Tiny’ Rowland, chairman

of Lonrho and Edward, the eighth Earl
Spencer, the father of Princess Diana.
All the Centenary cars were finished
in Royal Blue with matching carpets and
Champagne hide.
Rolls-Royce monogrammed waist rails,
veneered rear door panels (the front
doors retained leather) and inlaid picnic
tables were featured on all Centenary
cars. The storage compartment between

the front seats contained four Stewart
cut crystal shot glasses and two silver
plated hip flasks.
At the back there was a special
Centenary badge on the boot lid.
Of the 25 Centenary Replicas, eight
were delivered to the UK, 12 went to
the United States, one to Saudi Arabia,
one to Brunei, one to Dubai, one to
Monaco and one to Germany.

The perfect start for the finest finish

See our full range of more than 30 handmade cleaners, polishes, waxes and dressings at

www.angelwax.co.uk
Units F, G & H, Meadowside St, Renfrew, Scotland PA4 8SR

Laboratory: 0141 886 6732 • Technical Sales: 07734 549741 • Email: info@angelwax.co.uk
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Clockwise from bottom left: passenger’s
front armrest conceals a telephone; one
picnic table conceals a cigar drawer, the
other contains playing cards; leather
plaque inside glove box; fridge between
rear seats; additional reading lights

Mulliner Spur
AT A GLANCE

Claret is
for gentlemen

• 25 examples planned, 71 delivered
• Bordeaux coachwork, no Everflex roof
• Chrome plated badge bar
• Silver waistrail inlays with RR logo
• Refrigerator between rear seat squabs
• Two cocktail cabinets
• Trinket box in driver’s central armrest
• Telephone in passenger’s armrest
• Silver pencil and leather notebook
• Playing cards inside one picnic table
• Humidor; silver plated cigar cutter
• Chrome plated reading lamps
• Commemorative plaque in glovebox
• Two 100-watt amps in the boot

So says the old French proverb. Andrew Diem’s Bordeaux Mulliner Spur
fits the bill perfectly with its cedar-lined humidor, card table, cocktail
cabinets, reading lights, writing tray and champagne cooler in the back
Back in 2005, together with my fellow
chairman emeritus of the Rolls-Royce
Owners’ Club Chesapeake Region, the late
Dick Bull, I rode in his 1982 Silver Spur
to the RROC Annual Meet in Greenwich,
Connecticut. I owned a Silver Cloud and
a Corniche II at the time, but had never
experienced the comfort and ‘waftability’
of a Silver Spur on a long trip – I loved it.
While we were at the event I spotted
a 1990 Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur II
and I was totally taken by this spectacular
car. Not long afterwards I began the long
search to find one of my own.
I saw this same car again at the Annual
Meet in 2007 in Stevenson, Washington in
46
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the hands of a new owner who filled me in
on some more of the details and I became
even more convinced that one day I, too,
would own such a car.
Fast forward to 2011 when I started
my search in earnest. Following several
leads that came to nothing, I discovered

“Nothing makes the
future look so rosy as to
contemplate it through a
glass of Chambertin”
Napoleon Bonaparte

LCX32589 in Florida. After talking to
several club members who knew the
car, and mechanical expert Ted Stern,
the owner and I came to an agreement.
All that remained was to have the car
delivered from Florida to its new home in
Washington State in an enclosed trailer.
The car was originally owned by a
philanthropist family in Palm Beach,
Florida and was used for various social
functions. It was definitely not an
everyday car – on arrival in Washington
the odometer showed 9,690 genuine
miles but, like so many low mileage SZs,
it needed routine maintenance to reduce
the risk of ‘failures to proceed’.
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While looking for Claret, as the car
is now known thanks to its colour and
licence plate, I came across a number
of interesting facts. In 1990 the US base
price of a Silver Spur II was $165,000
and the Mulliner Park Ward work added
another $50,000, making a total of just
over $215,000. That equates to more than
$420,000 (£275,000) at today’s prices.
Mulliner Park Ward had planned to
build just 25 of these cars but they proved
popular and 71 were delivered. All have
Bordeaux coachwork without the Everflex
roof of a standard Silver Spur II. Stainless
steel trim was added to the bumpers, sills
and around the wheel arches.

For me, the interior is even more
magnificent. The veneers are American
walnut, quartered in the traditional
manner. The right hand picnic table
contains a cedar-lined cigar box with
a cigar cutter, a wine and champagne
opener, and a humidor. The left hand table

“I see you know your wine.
Most of our guests couldn’t
tell the difference between
Bordeaux and Claret”
Basil Fawlty, Fawlty Towers

has a baize lined compartment with two
decks of Rolls-Royce playing cards. Other
amenities include illuminated cocktail
cabinets with four cut glass crystal
tumblers, and four sterling silver topped
crystal decanters with MPW monograms,
fitted to the back of the front seats.
There are additional roof mounted
reading lamps in the rear and, between
the seats, there is an illuminated wine
cooler large enough to hold two bottles.
This car has two telephones, one in the
front and one in the rear. It was unusual in
1990 to have one phone in a car, let alone
two and there is a veneered pull down
tray above the rear telephone to help
when jotting notes in the leather covered
pad with the silver pencil.
The handbook pouch is made from
magnolia leather to match the interior
and has a silver RR mongram. The glove
box conceals a leather plaque that attests
to the limited edition of this motor car. Incar entertainment comprises a six-disc CD
and stereo radio cassette connected to
two 100-watt amplifiers and ten speakers.
Recently, I enjoyed a ride in the back
of my car. Now the only thing remaining
on my motoring wish-list is to have a
chauffeur for a long journey so I may fully
experience the ultimate road trip.
• See overleaf for the Bentley Continental T
that has recently joined the Mulliner Spur in
Andrew Diem’s car collection
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Just my cup of tea
Andrew Diem wanted a few souvenirs of his 2015 trip to England. So
first he chose some Royal Blend tea from Fortnum & Mason, followed by
Earl Grey tea from Harrods… and then a Continental T from Bentley
Most people bring back a souvenir
from a trip abroad to remind them of
the experience. After taking the RROC
sponsored 2015 Magical History Tour:
Chasing Classical Cars in England, I
wanted to choose some appropriate
souvenirs – although one large one was a
delayed purchase.
My first stop was Fortnum & Mason
for some of their quintessentially British
loose leaf Royal Blend Tea. They have
a marvellous selection of ‘proper’ teas
for sampling and all the accoutrements
to enhance the enjoyment of a cuppa.
One of my trip highlights was to have
afternoon tea in their Tea Room, and feel
like a Londoner, if only for a brief time.
During our most interesting trip to the
former Rolls-Royce, and current Bentley,
factory at Crewe I was reminded of my
dear friend Tony Wilner and his 2000
Bentley Continental R. Tony was kind
enough to let me drive this car several
times and it impressed me with its
magnificent design and superb handling.
While attending RREC and Bentley
Drivers Club events, I saw several
beautiful right-hand drive Continental Rs.
These were perfectly suited to UK roads,
but sadly not to US highways.
We also paid a visit to P&A Wood and
I asked Andrew Wood which Rolls-Royce
and Bentley ‘modern cars’ he thought
would become the most desirable in the
future. He did not hesitate to recommend
the Continental R.
Later during our time in London, we
made a trip to Harrods Food Hall for some
Earl Grey tea – another favorite of mine –
48
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as a second take-home souvenir. With
two containers of my favorite teas, along
with the gift of a Bentley pen from the
kind personnel in Crewe, I said goodbye
to England.
Back home in the US I returned to work
but in the back of my mind were recurring
thoughts of the Continental R. I did some
research and learned that there were 1292
Continentals Rs produced between 1992
and 2003 plus a number of Mulliners
and special editions. The Continental T of
1996 to 2003 was more exclusive and had
a decidedly athletic appearance thanks
to a four-inch reduction in wheelbase
and flared wings. A mere 321 standard
cars were built. Finally there were 79
examples of the Continental SC.
During the autumn of 2015, I was
fortunate to learn that a rare Continental
T Mulliner (WCX67026) had become
available. This would make the perfect,
although somewhat delayed and very
large, souvenir of my England trip.
This 1998 Bentley Continental T
Mulliner is one of only 14 North American
special edition Blue Sequin Mica cars

“Turbo Bentleys are like
bare-knuckle pugilists in a
Savile Row suit. In a world
where stretching cars is
commonplace, shortening
one is refreshingly different.”
Graham Hull, Rolls-Royce chief stylist

produced for premier dealers in the US
and Canada. It was delivered to British
Royal Motor Cars in Houston, Texas on
April 30, 1998.
This T has a two-tone interior of
parchment leather trimmed in Alcantara,
a suede like material, and burr walnut
veneer and sits on limited edition factory
18-inch chromed wheels. The retail
price was $343,900 (£239000) in 1998
and that equates to around $510,000
(£354,000) today.
Rolls Royce and Bentley chief stylist
Graham Hull, author of the book Inside
the Rolls-Royce & Bentley Styling
Department told me in an email “I always
saw turbo-charged Bentleys as part
bare-knuckle pugilist in a Savile Row
suit.” He went on to say: “in a world
where stretching cars is so commonplace
shortening one is refreshingly different.”
The noted Formula 1 racing driver
Nigel Mansell was banned from
driving for six months having been
clocked in a Continental T at more than
90mph on the road, not on the track.
His defence counsel told the court:
“The car is well insulated against noise
and he was oblivious to the speed he
was going at, it crept up over 70mph
without him knowing.”
My T has a red dash-mounted push
button starter that harks back to the days
of the 4½-litre Le Mans racers. But unlike
the ’30s Bentleys, the Continental T has
a top speed of 170mph and accelerates
from 0-60mph in 5.1 seconds. I reckon
that makes this the perfect delayed
souvenir for a 21st century Bentley Boy.
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Best Western
A chance find on ebay led to Martin Bensley becoming the owner of the
original brass master for the iconic Western Silver Spirit – a 1:43 scale
white metal masterpiece and one of the finest SZ models ever created

In addition to the Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit, Western Models also offered a Bentley Mulsanne version of the SZ in a metallic copper finish
50
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Model cars rarely exude the quality or
capture the essence of the real thing,
yet this is exactly what Western Models
managed to achieve with its handsome
1:43 scale die-cast versions of the RollsRoyce Silver Spirit and Bentley Mulsanne.
For a start these British miniatures were
handcrafted in white metal which makes
them more weighty and robust than the
resin SZ models readily available today.
Crisply-cast with a faithful reproduction
of the radiator grille, these models present
a true likeness of the cars from any angle.
The proportions have been well-captured,
which is no mean feat when rendering a
large car like the SZ in miniature.
One or two details, such as the flying
lady mascot and the plated door handles,
are a tad over-scale but this generally
adds to the charm.
The detailed fascia and interior is also
finished in painted white metal with
either clear or smoked brown vacuumformed windows. The models sit on spun
aluminium wheels with the correct trim
and are shod with rubber tyres.
The Western SZs were individually cast
from a brass master made by a skilled
pattern-maker, taking hundreds of hours
to complete. They were then treated to a
high-quality paint finish which retains its
lustre after decades of display. The models
look fantastic on the shelf and owning one
goes some way towards compensating for
the lack of a full-size SZ in the garage!
My enthusiasm for Western Models’
SZs started with a chance find on ebay,

the auction emporium which never fails to
surprise me with its varierty of offerings.
While trawling for items to add to
my collection I came across an entry for
the brass master of Western Models WP
105/6 – the first casting of the 1981 Silver
Spirit/Mulsanne which appeared on the
collectors’ market soon after.
I could hardly believe that anyone
would want to part with the original brass
pattern of a model so revered today. As
it turned out, Mike Stephens, the founder
and former owner of Western Models, was
having a major clear out.
I submitted the winning bid and the
deal was done. I also acquired the brass
master for the Rolls-Royce Camargue,
which features etched window frames,
and later negotiated with Mike to acquire
the modified Mark II version of the SZ
casting. It represents the changes made
for the 1987 model year and differs
significantly from the first issue.
Mike Stephens was a pioneer
independent model car maker who
founded Western Models in 1973 with
help from his wife Joyce. In the mid-1980s
the company employed nearly 40 staff.
Around 70 models were produced, ranging
from Formula 1 racing cars to land speed
record cars and American saloons.
Making model cars from a special alloy
of white metal which contains tin and
a smidgen of lead is an exacting task.
A silicon mould is made from the brass
master and the hot alloy is poured in and
allowed to set.

After casting, the bodyshell and other
parts were removed and any excess metal
was trimmed away. The interiors were
coloured and the models spray painted
before the wheels, tyres and other details
were added. Other than the vacuumformed windows, these models contain
no plastic. Minor parts were cast in white
metal before being chrome plated.
Engineer Mike produced the drawings
for the SZ model himself – “we were
licensed by Rolls-Royce” – and he
commissioned skilled patternmaker Brian
Lawrence to create the SZ master from
brass sheet.
Brian was an aircraft designer who had
drawn up parts for the ill-fated TSR-2
fighter-bomber, a Cold War project that
was later cancelled.
He also made the master for the Tyrrell
P34 racing car which was Western’s first
1:43 Formula 1 release. I would have loved
to talk to Brian about his work but was
unable to get in touch.
Brian’s master was subsequently
modified by Western at its Redhill factory
in Surrey to create the Mark II version
used for all later castings. Strengthening
was added and the re-jigged model is
wider and slightly longer too.
The Western Models SZ range
comprised the Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit
in a number of versions along with the
Bentley Mulsanne, and Turbo with its
body-coloured radiator grille. Mike sadly
never got around to making a Bentley
Eight or any LWB variants.
>
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White metal castings are not as detailed as modern resin ones but the proportions look right

Several colours including dark and light metallic green were offered by the model factory
52
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Hundreds of models were turned out
“although the dates and numbers are all
lost in the mists of time,” says Mike who
lives in retirement in Somerset. He still
has many of the original drawings for
other models made by the company but
sadly the SZ blueprints are missing.
At my request Mike did have a good
rummage around at home and he came
up with dozens of miniature white
metal wing mirrors, windscreen wipers,
aluminium wheels, flying lady figures and
even moulds for the plastic windows.
All of these items were left over after
Western Models production ceased in
2007. Naturally I was happy to acquire
them, too.
Mike has sold a number of the brass
masters for other prototypes via ebay
and admits that he no longer follows
the model scene closely. His loyalty to
the company’s former products remains
unwavering. “I’m not a fan of resin, it has
to be white metal,” he says.
Western Models SZs were available
in a range of colours including maroon,
dark green, metallic light green, chestnut
brown, silver and black. A beautiful
metallic copper hue was used for the
Bentley Mulsanne.
A two-tone Silver Spirit in blue over
silver was produced in limited numbers
for a model shop in Rotterdam in The
Netherlands and well cared-for examples
are highly sought by collectors.
The SZs came in attractive boxes with
the WM logo alternately in red and black
and the legend “1/43rd scale metal model
cars for the collector and enthusiast”. The
‘A’ of ‘scale’ is depicted in the style of an
engineer’s callipers.
A small transparent plastic bag
contained the tiny mascot and mirrors
and these were intended to be fitted by
the customer. The items are missing from
many models offered for sale today.
The model number and designation
were printed in black on a gold sticker
attached to the left-hand flap above the
words “made in England”. The original box
design was later updated.

The mascot and mirrors were supplied in a separate plastic bag and needed to be fitted by the customer. These small items are easily mislaid
The Western models are held together
by two screws on the baseplate, which
makes them easy to dismantle. I have
re-sprayed several examples in period
colours that were not offered by the
model factory.
Improvements can be made by buffing
the radiator grille to give it a satisfying
sheen or by adding coachlines along the
side of the bodywork.
These SZ models crop up regularly
at auctions and can be found on ebay,
albeit it often at fixed prices which do not
necessarily reflect their true value.
The bonnet ornament, door handles
and mirrors are apt to go missing and
replacements are hard to track down, so
it is best to seek out the best example
you can find. Inspect the casting closely
to see if there are any cracks around the
windows and roof.
Comparisons with modern resin models
are possible but not really fair. Modern

collectors demand a much higher degree
of accuracy and can enjoy marvellous
chromework, badges and interiors so
fine that a magnifying glass is needed to
appreciate them.
The Silver Spirit and Mulsanne variants
from Neo, and the Silver Spurs from True
Scale Models (TSM), are absolute gems
and both are a good likeness of the car.
But the important thing is that the
Western SZ looks ‘right’ and taking a
tape measure to the casting to check
whether every dimension has been
faithfully reproduced rather misses the
point. Without wanting to be classed as

WESTERN MODELS SZ REBORN
Should the reissue of the updated
Western Models SZ become a reality
and you would like to register your
interest, please send an email to
martinbensley@hotmail.com.

a rivet-counter, it must be admitted that
not every detail is correct. Resin SZs have
a place in my extensive collection but the
Westerns will always be my favourites.
The Western name and logo was sold
many years ago and the company went
on to make white metal aircraft models.
The respected, but now equally defunct,
maker SMTS started a range called
Western Models Collector’s Edition but
the line-up did not include any SZ models.
My enthusiasm for these models is such
that I am seriously thinking of reproducing
Western SZs as a limited edition under
another name. Subtle modernisation will
be needed with improved interiors, badges
and new colours.
Mike Stephens has given me his blessing
and Robert Budig who runs a leading
model shop in my home city, the German
capital Berlin, has put me in touch with
a master-caster willing to help with the
project, so please watch this space.
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Imagine a Rolls-Royce Flying Spur estate
car. That’s exactly what Universal Music
Group chairman and chief executive
officer Lucian Grainge did. He tells Richard
Charnley how, with the help of West
Coast Customs in California, the dream
was transformed into reality
54
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The load star
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WHERE IT BEGAN…

Graeme Hunt

“I guess I have an eclectic car collection,”
says Lucian Grainge, “including the very
last original shape Rolls-Royce Corniche
to be built. It’s a 1995 model which I
keep in California – and I like it very
much.”
“When I bought the Flying Spur it was
still a standard saloon with about 17,000
miles on the clock.” It is now showing
around 22,000 miles so it has certainly
had a bit of use.
“The inspiration for the conversion
came from looking at a Mercedes CLS
estate,” he says. He wanted a car that
was stylish as well as practical. “I was
after a coupé feel and I didn’t want to
end up with something boxy that looked
more like a Mercedes G-Wagen.
“I knew Ryan [Friedlinghaus] at West
Coast Customs quite well and decided
to talk to him about the project. He’s
a sculptor, really, and the quality of his
paint and leather is quite exceptional.
“I wanted the car to look, as they say
in America, as ‘factory’ as possible and
we set out to design something that we

Flying Spur SCH55543 was ordered
through Jack Barclay on 5 January,
1995. It had a painted roof and the
options included whitewall tyres,
picnic tables and ‘the lightest colour
burr walnut available at the time
of build’. Mulliner Park Ward fitted
mudflaps along with a fridge socket in
the luggage compartment.

thought the workforce at Crewe would
have produced. I think a lot of other
Rolls-Royce estate conversions look like
hearses, they are squared off at the back.
That’s because many of them started life
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as short wheelbase cars but you need the
long wheelbase to make the rake of the
roofline look more attractive. I have seen
some other estate conversions and they
don’t look right.
“I liked the existing British Racing Green
paint and the light metallic green we
used for the roof is actually an original
1950s Rolls-Royce factory option. So
we went ‘original heritage’ on the body
and reproduced the same quality for
the leather as closely as we could – not
only for the rear parcel shelf but for the
extension of the one piece roof lining with
the central strip continued seamlessly
through to the tailgate.
“There are a few other design themes
running through the car. The body is fitted
with model year 1998 Silver Spur bumpers
and the alloy wheels and tyres came from
a late model Corniche.
“We spent a lot of time making various
mock ups and built it all from aluminium
to match the existing body panels. West
Coast Customs are real artists. That’s
one of the reasons I went there. I like the

Flying Spur
AT A GLANCE
• The first Rolls-Royce saloon to have a
turbocharger
• Essentially a Silver Spur III with a
Bentley Turbo R engine
• Three runs of 50 cars were planned;
in the end 134 examples were built
• 129 of these cars have a panel on the
dash, numbered between one and 50.
As a result, most numbers were used
three times and 42 (the number on
this example) appeared twice – see
page 60 for details
• All are model year 1995
• Top speed of 140mph and 0-60mph
in 6.9sec. Described by the factory as
‘the fastest Rolls-Royce ever’

quality of their work and the imagination
they put into it. For example, Ryan has
even built Porsche 356s bodies onto
Boxster mechanicals. They are artisans
and they do a very good job.

“We set out to build a car that did not
look like a conversion and also to have
some fun while doing it. Sure I had time
to be involved with the conversion – it’s
a hobby. Although I wasn’t doing any of

the actual work, of course! But in terms
of what the concept was and what the
look was, I was absolutely involved. Much
of the job was carried out using CAD
software on a computer but there were
a lot of conventional design sketches
produced along the way.
“Although the car now has a fairly
conventional estate body, the back seat
does not fold. That’s because of the
original position of the fuel tank. I had the
option of doing something about this but
really it was a bridge too far. Also, in terms
of security and safety it’s not something
that I wanted to muck about with.
“Once the conversion was finished and
the car was back on the road, I used it in
California and I enjoyed it very much. The
reaction from everyone who saw the car
out and about was phenomenal.
“However, I found driving it quite a
challenge. In a nutshell, I don’t like
driving right hand drive cars in a left
hand drive country. I think I must have
driven for so long in the United States
that I have become used to it and I had
to make a decision – so the only reason
the car was brought back to the UK
about three years ago was purely to do
with practicality.
“It’s a brilliant car and I have used it
extensively over here. The way in which
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these cars drive in terms of that low down
torque is fabulous. It’s a lovely looking car
as I know from the reaction that we’ve
had to it in California and also in London.
It’s the sort of car that you hope will go
to someone who will have fun and really
appreciate it.”
• With thanks to P&A Wood who have fully
maintained the car for five years, and where
it is now for sale (www.pa-wood.co.uk).
Pictures courtesy of West Coast Customs
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WEST COAST CUSTOMS – CREATING CARS FOR THE STARS
Founded in 1993, West Coast Customs began by building modified Ford Mustang
Cobras in collaboration with Carroll Shelby and it was the original site for the MTV
show Pimp My Ride. Since then the company has expanded with facilities in Dubai,
Mexico, Germany, Malaysia, Russia and Japan, and its headquarters are now in
Burbank, Los Angeles.
“West Coast Customs is the sort of set up where you can fulfil any part of your
imagination,” says Lucian Grainge. “For example, a friend of mine had an electric
six-seater GEM industrial golf cart which was licensed for use on the road at up to
25mph – and they turned that into a Land Rover Defender replica.” The car was even
shown in 2015 during Monterey car week and won a trophy. However, it was the
Rueful Britannia award for the best (worst?) British car in the Concours d’LeMons –
a lighthearted but still fiercely contested alternative to the big dollar competition
at Pebble Beach.
Celebrity customers at West Coast Customs include Justin Bieber who followed
his blinged up SUV with a black Cadillac CTS V complete with suicide doors. This
was followed by a matt blue-wrapped Liberty Walk-tuned Ferrari 458. Other high
profile customers include will.i.am and Khloe Kardashian who had her Range Rover
wrapped in blue velvet before tweeting #Thank you for lacing my range. He wrapped
my truck in velvet and I LOVE IT!!!
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The French connection
In addition to its stretched limousines and other conversions, Robert
Jankel Design was responsible for several Bentley-based estates
Named after the famous French ski
resort of Val d’Isere, Rober Jankel
Design of Weybridge in Surrey offered
what the company described as “an
elegant but practical estate conversion
based on long- or short-wheelbase
Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor cars.”
There were 11 such examples built
on Bentley Turbo R and Brooklands
mechanicals between model years
1989 and 1992.
Although intended to increase the
load carrying capacity of the saloon,
the rear overhang was actually
shortened during the conversion into
an estate car.
More importantly, a four-wheeldrive system was developed for the Val
d’Isere and this became optional on
other Jankel conversions. Rather than
offering full-time four wheel drive,
this system was designed to assist the

front traction at low speeds and ease the
progress over slippery surfaces such as
snow and mud.
The rear wheels of the Val d’Isere
retained the car’s conventional
transmission system while the two front
wheels were driven
hydraulically, by
motors that
were built
into the two
modified
front hub assemblies. These motors
were powered by a hydraulic pump that
was connected to the transmission via a
toothed belt drive.
Drive to the front wheels was engaged
by selecting low or reverse gear and it
disengaged automatically, reverting to

rear wheel drive, as soon as the car’s
speed reached more than 30mph.
Jankel’s 1988 sales literature states
that the ride height was increased to
enhance the off-road capability and
alloy wheels with sand tyres were
fitted as standard. At this time
the ‘Dealer Nett
Ex-factory
list price’ of
the standard
Val d’Isere
conversion was £82,500 (plus the
donor car). In addition, there was a less
radical, full size estate body conversion
with a swing up rear tailgate called the
Provence (pictured above) “available on
all Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars, other
than the Phantom VI,” for £51,000.
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134 into 50…
Rolls-Royce Flying
Spurs were fitted with
a veneered panel
on the dashboard
that distinguished
individual cars by
giving them a number
out of 50. However,
there were134
such cars delivered
worldwide and these
special numbers were
duplicated in different
markets. As a result,
two examples exist
with a plaque stating
the car is ‘1 of 50’.
Most numbers were
allocated two or three
times, while numbers
nine and 10 were
issued on four different
cars, as Marinus
Rijkers explains
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doesn’t go!

Total Flying Spur production

Rolls-Royce Flying Spur
SCH55490 owned by SZ Register
members Ken and Eva Harwood

‘Number 37 of 50’ appears on the UK-spec
Rolls-Royce Flying Spur SCH55490 and
also on the US car SCX55375

‘Number 9 of 50’ appears in SCH55068
(UK), SCX55126 (USA), SCX55200 (Japan)
and SCX55698 (The Netherlands)
In 1994 Rolls-Royce broke with 90 years
of tradition by announcing it was to fit a
turbocharged engine. These engines were
fitted to 25 Corniche IVs, as a kind of Final
Series of the convertible, and to a planned
run of 150 modified Silver Spur IIIs.
These Silver Spurs were allocated to
different market areas, and the cars for
each area were fitted with an individually
numbered dashboard plaque identifing
them with a number out of 50.
All turbocharged versions of both the
Corniche IV and Silver Spur III were built

to model year 1995 specifications. The
25 Corniche IV examples, known as the
Corniche S, were delivered to the USA
exactly as intended.
Events ran a little differently for the
turbo Spur. Called Flying Spur (the
name was a resurrection of a Bentley
Continental title from the 1950s and had
not previously been used for a RollsRoyce), the engine was the same as the
one fitted to the Bentley Turbo R, as were
the settings of the adaptive damping and
self-levelling suspension.
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With around 385bhp (other sources
state 340 or 360bhp), the car could blast
from 0-60mph in 6.9sec and onwards to
break the 100mph barrier in 21 seconds.
The idea of the Flying Spur was wellreceived and orders were strong from the
start. In fact, it became clear that there
was sufficient demand from both the US
and Europe for more than 50 Flying Spurs.
As it turned out, production for the North
American market came to an end after
50 cars had been built, but the figure for
Europe exceeded that, while the planned

total of cars destined for other world
markets was not achieved.
Production of the Flying Spur came
to an end when the Silver Spur III was
upgraded to the New Silver Spur for
model year 1996 by which time 134
Rolls-Royce Flying Spurs had been built.
FLYING SPUR DEVELOPMENT CAR
A Canadian specification Silver Spur III
with VIN SCAZN02C0RCX54602 had
been started in November 1993. Two
months later this LHD car was
>

Number out of 50
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
39
47
48
49
50

How often used
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

© Marinus Rijkers
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selected as the development car to test
the turbocharged engine. Its standard V8
was replaced by a Turbo R engine with
number 81005 L410MTKR and the VIN
was changed to SCAZG03C2SCX54602.
The changes to the VIN reflected the
fact that the model designation had been
changed from Silver Spur III (originally
identified by ‘N’ in the fifth position)
to Flying Spur (‘G’). This was followed
by the engine code that was changed
from ‘02’ for normally aspirated to ‘03’
for turbocharged (Flying Spurs for the
Arabian and Russian markets received
‘04’, meaning without catalyst). Finally,
the model year was updated from 1994
(indicated by ‘R’ in the tenth position in
the VIN) to 1995 (‘S’). SCX54602 was no
longer built to Canadian specifications but
to European specifications.
When the tests were finished, in April
1994, orders were taken and in that
same month the production started. The
first examples of the Flying Spur were
delivered in August 1994.
HOW THE CARS WERE NUMBERED
To stress the exclusivity of the Flying
Spur, almost all cars had a panel on the
dashboard stating ‘Flying Spur number xx
of 50’. It was not known to most owners

THE SPIRIT

In search of perfection

How about a 1983 Cotswold beige Bentley Mulsanne Turbo with three
previous owners and only 3,078 miles on the clock after 32 years?

Design sketches for the Jack Barclay limited edition Flying Spur, of which three were built
that this limited edition number was
applied to three separate market areas.
The plaque itself did not reveal this secret.
• Exactly 50 cars were delivered to North
America with all numbers from one to 50
being featured on the dashboard. Two of
these 50 cars had Canadian specifications.
• For Europe and the UK, the production
run of 50 cars with individual numbers
was reached with VIN SCH55647. The
development car SCX54602 had no
dashboard number, so this series started
at number two.
After the completion of 50 cars, orders
continued to come in and six more cars
were added to the total, making 56 Flying
Spurs shared between Europe and the
UK. Two of these additional cars received
numbers nine and 10 while the other four
were not allocated a number.

• Only 28 Flying Spurs were sold on the
other world markets. Dashboard plaques
with numbers one to 29 were issued, with
number four not being allocated.
The table on page 61 shows how many
times each number appears among
the whole production run of 134 cars.
Numbers one, four and all those from 30
to 50 were used ‘only’ twice. There were
25 numbers used three times and two
of them (nine and 10) appeared on four
different cars.
In addition to the 129 numbered cars,
there were five cars that received no
dashboard number.
Towards the end of the Flying Spur
production run, the renowned London
dealer Jack Barclay ordered three special
editions, featuring an extensive list of
modifications that included a reduced
size rear window, round twin headlamps
and different alloy wheels. Only the first
of these three special editions received a
numbered dashboard plaque.

The information in this article has
been assembled from the factory build
sheets for each car, held in the archive
at The Hunt House. These documents
concern the vehicles’ build and testing
but, once the cars were completed,
it is possible that changes to a small
number of cars may have been carried
out at the factory. However, this work
would have been recorded only on the
chassis database and is not available
to anybody outside the factory.
Rolls-Royce Flying Spur Jack Barclay edition SCX55619, one of two cars numbered 44 of 50
62
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PICTURES: HISTORICS AT BROOKLANDS

SOURCE OF THE DATA

There was nothing very special about
DCH07344 on the day it left the RollsRoyce factory in May 1983 en route to
Jack Barclay Ltd., in Mayfair, London. It
was the 115th Bentley Mulsanne Turbo
out of 192 examples to be built in model
year 1983 and the 150th out of a believed
total production of 496 for the model.
The Cotswold Beige Bentley with cream
leather was bought from the Berkeley
Square showroom by its first owner,
Archibald D Kelly on 25 May, 1983 –
it would have cost around £65,000
when new – and that’s when things
started looking up.
Mr Kelly owned shipyards in
Glasgow and Belfast and he bought a
second Bentley and two other RollsRoyce motor cars from Jack Barclay
as part of the same transaction.
The Mulsanne Turbo was clearly a
favourite because it was registered with
his cherished ADK 1 number plate and
soon joined the other cars in his parquet
floored, heated garage where it lived for
the next 19 years.
In 2002 the car passed to Mr Kelly’s
friend D Blair, a coal merchant, and by
this time the mileage was up to 2,188
miles – that’s 115 miles a year. The car led
an even more pampered life in Mr Blair’s
ownership, covering just 349 miles in
11 years – mainly to and from the MOT
station – before being sold to its third
keeper in 2013 with 2,537 miles on the
clock. During his ownership the mileage
only increased by another 541 miles.
Offered at auction in August 2015 by
Historics at Brooklands with an estimate
of £17,000 to £23,000, the car failed to
sell and was offered as a private treaty
sale afterwards. It was later offered for
sale through Vintage & Prestige in Essex.
THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ REGISTER
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Books of dreams

The SZ sales brochures evolved in line with the cars during their 19-year
production run. Take a look inside these milestone publications from
1981, 1990, 1994 and 1996 to see how the then-current Silver Spirit
models and the Rolls-Royce heritage were presented to potential owners

I

The Silver Spirit evolved for the brave new world
of the 1980s and Crewe was keen to stress the
model’s heritage. The brochure is a solid read,
even pointing out that much of the model’s testing was
carried out on a bump rig designed by Sir Henry Royce, while
the pin tumbler door locks were inspired by a 4000-yearold Egyptian design. “If you have not driven a Rolls-Royce
before, the Silver Spirit will prove a total revelation. If you have,
the extent of the improvements
effected will be immediately
obvious,” they concluded.

II

The Silver Spirit II arrived in 1989 and with it
came a raft of detail improvements – and so the
brochure was all about highlighting these updates.
Alloy wheels… additional air vents in the restyled dashboard…
inlaid and crossbanded walnut trim and so on. It was all about
design and style, white space
and captions, with the technical
specifications now included on
an easily updated loose insert
slipped into a pocket on the
inside back cover. A similar
minimalist style was retained
by subsequent picture-led
editions of the brochure.
64
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III

Enter 1993 and the Silver Spirit III
brochure designed to reflect the cover
of the service handbook. The car had
been in production for almost 14 years and it was once again
time to reflect on the Rolls-Royce history with descriptions
of the Silver Wraith, Silver Dawn, Silver Cloud and Silver
Shadow before going on to describe the latest models and
the men who designed and built them. “Rolls-Royce seats
have always been outstanding, and we’re protecting that
tradition. That said, they’ve been competely re-designed for
even greater comfort and support,” proclaimed chief stylist Graham Hull
alongside many other prominent members of the team.

96

The later SZ models were characterised
by a greater opportunity to commission a
truly bespoke motor car and “No change
too small, no commission too daunting” promised the 1996 brochure
for the Silver Spirit and Silver Spur: “The Mulliner Park Ward master
craftsmen work with the single minded attention to detail and quality
that is synonymous with the Rolls-Royce marque.” Veneered picnic
tables, textured hides and leather workers’ tools take precedence over
the technical details of a car nearing the end of its production run.

• All pictures courtesy of
www.rrbspecialist.com, supplier
of Rolls-Royce and Bentley books,
brochures, leaflets, models and
automobilia
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to the hill – still misfiring. Time for new
plug leads, I decided. New leads soon
arrived in the post but routing them
correctly is a bit of a nightmare so, before
removing the old ones, I connected the
new set temporarily, simply laying them
across the engine. Back to the hill – still
misfiring and the problem seemed to be
getting more frequent.
It can only be be a cracked distributor
cap, I reckoned, since there was nothing
else in the ignition system to change. I
went into the garage at night, with all the
lights out, and tried revving the engine,
looking for stray sparks; nothing. Before
anybody jumps at me, I fitted a vent pipe
to allow the exhaust gasses to escape.
By this time the misfire was very
noticeable and the car was well down on
power, struggling to get up even a slight
incline. It was at this stage I began to
think it must be fuel starvation.

I took the air filter out, in case this was
blocked. By now I did not need to go to
the hill for a test drive, the car was even
struggling to get off my drive.
I suspected I might have picked up
some contaminated fuel so I disconnected
the petrol feed pipe and collected a
sample to check for water. Nothing.
Could it be a blocked petrol filter?
Before changing the filter I removed a
section of flexible fuel pipe and fitted a
length of transparent PVC petrol pipe, to
see whether petrol was getting through.
This showed a full flow of fuel.
SAFETY NOTE
Do not run permanently with a clear
PVC fuel line – while satisfactory
for a gravity fed fuel supply (eg on a
motorcycle) it is not robust enough
for pumped and pressurised systems
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… as Hot Chocolate almost sang. But the misfire on John Snook’s 1984
Mulsanne Turbo (ECH08386) was no singing matter – it was the needle jet

By now, the
engine would
only run for two
or three seconds
before cutting out,
and would not run
again without being
left for five minutes. It
would then start but again
only run for two or three seconds
so I couldn’t even drive the
car anywhere to get a
second opinion.
However, help
was at hand in the
form of a friendly
RREC member and
specialist David
Wilks, of Silver
Chalice Motors in
Sheffield. David came to
my house and assessed the
situation. I explained the checks
I had made and started
the engine for him. He
immediately agreed
the problem was a
carburettor issue.
Just to clarify;
the car is a 1984
Mulsanne Turbo
(ECH08386) and
has a Zenith 4A1
carburettor inside an
air chest box, pressurised
by a Garrett T04 turbocharger.
We removed the lid from
the air chest and then
removed the top part
of the carburettor,
exposing the float
chamber. David
spotted that the
brass needle jet
had lifted within
the body of the
carburettor, causing the
fuel flow to shut off.
We decided that, as the
carburettor was partially dismantled, it
was worth removing it completely, to
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It started with a miss…
Driving to an RREC club meeting, I felt a
slight misfire as I accelerated up a hill on
the M1. Nothing significant, I thought, as
the speedo needle climbed higher, further
along on the A64. However, over the next
few days I noticed this issue a few more
times, mainly when accelerating.
“Must be an iffy spark plug” I told
myself and, sure enough, the first lead
I pulled off (cylinder A2 – the easy one
to get at) had white corrosion inside the
cap and around the plug. I cleaned away
the crud and drove to a local hill – still
misfiring. Back at base, I checked the other
leads. No problem spotted, so I took out
the plugs to inspect them. They all looked
fine, although the gaps were a bit oversize.
“Nothing for it” I thought, “the plugs
are 10 years old so I’ll fit a new set” (even
though the car had only covered about
20,000 miles in this time) New plugs
bought, gapped correctly and fitted, back
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Pressure
air chest

Turbocharger

From top: lid and top of carburettor removed, inside turbo pressure chest
exposing carburettor and needle jet; carburettor removed from the
air chest; it is essential to cover the inlets to prevent anything falling
inside; measuring the final position of the needle jet after installation
check the gaskets
between the
carburettor body and
the inlet manifold. This
involves a considerable
amount of dismantling but it
was worth the effort.
It seems that these needle
jets can be problematic.
They are brass, and set
in an aluminium alloy
carburettor body.
The aluminium
alloy has a greater
coefficient of
expansion than brass,
so every time the
engine gets hot the fit of
the brass jet can be loosened.
This is made worse as the jet tends
to be cooled by the flow of cold petrol.
Not only does Bentley supply standard

fitments but also two grades of oversize
jet (identified as +1 ring and +2 ring, by
virtue of inscribed lines around the jet), to
allow for this problem.
The carburettor was rebuilt with new
gaskets and a +2 ring needle jet was fitted.
I applied Loctite 601 (used for locking
bearings onto shafts and specified as
being unaffected by petrol or ethanol) to
the new needle, to stop it coming loose.
Fitting the new jet required a specialist
Rolls-Royce setting gauge, which David
Wilks was able to supply and use. The
assembly was completed, and a visit to
my local hill showed that performance
was back to normal.
• I would like to thank David Wilks for his
time and commitment in helping me get
back onto the road again. I am not sure how
I would have diagnosed the fault without his
expert knowledge.
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Spirits of the ’80s

It was 1981, Brideshead Revisited was on TV, Blondie was topping the
charts and the Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit was appearing on our roads. In
London’s West End a teenage David Irvine, now of Toronto, was busy
snapping anything with four wheels and a Spirit of Ecstasy…

For David Irvine, the love of all things
Rolls-Royce began with a poster given
away with Autocar magazine in 1975
– a memento he still treasures. “That’s
when the fascination began and I
realised there were scores of these cars
around in London,” he says. “Many,
many more than the few I saw at
home in Belfast.
“Twice a year I would take the bus,
train and boat to London to visit my
grandparents. Usually at Easter, and
at some time in the summer, and
I would always take my camera.
Then my family emigrated to
Canada in 1980. But I still took
those London holidays.
“In 1981 the Silver Spirit had
just been released and I was in
awe at the number I saw on
the streets and couldn’t resist
photographing them.
“Film was expensive for a
pimply teenager so I could
not fire off the multiple
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shots a digital camera can do today. It
took a week to have the film developed
and when the big envelope of prints
came back in the post it was a nervous
delight to see how the photos came
out. Some were quite bad but many
were just great…
>
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“In addition to recording the cars,
these pictures capture the true feeling
of London street life as it was 35
years ago. The BT telephone engineer
working on the lines, the man and
his son walking out of the bank, the
secretary and her boss going out for
lunch, the man rushing off to work, the
cars at Harrods, the tour buses in the
background… I could look at these old
photos forever.
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“My friends all thought I was crazy, but I
am so glad I did it and I am pleased to see
that people still enjoy the photos I took
all those years ago.”
• Now living in Canada, David Irvine is
still taking Rolls-Royce and Bentley
pictures. He is a regular contributor to
www.bentleyspotting.com and many of
his posts appear on the Official Group:
SZ Register Facebook page

THE SPIRIT

… fast forward now to
1983 when Spandau
Ballet and Blackadder
were on the scene:
the Bentley Eight
was lined up ready to
join the Spirit, Spur
and Mulsanne, and
young Irvine was
still unstoppable
at 1/250sec and
f5.6 seeking out
cars from Crewe
among all the new
Chevettes, Granadas
and Maestros around
Berkeley Square
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Five days in the life
of Flying Spares

DAY ONE

WORK LIST
ER 2015
26th OCTOB

Cars don’t stay in one piece for long at Flying Spares. ACH01187 arrived
as the automotive equivalent of an organ donor following a traffic incident
and Ross Garner followed the old Spirit’s progress through the workshop
72
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Flying Spares
AT A GLANCE

DAY TWO

WORK LIST
ER 2015
27th OCTOB

• Flying Spares is based at Rossendale
House in Market Bosworth
• It’s a family run business, formed
by Ben and Lucy Handford in 1995
to supply parts, by mail order, for all
post-War models of Rolls-Royce and
Bentley motor cars
• In 2009 Flying Spares was accepted
as the first member company of the
Rolls-Royce & Bentley Specialists
Association to deal entirely in parts,
rather than restoration work
• In 2013, Flying Spares completed the
purchase of Montague & Company.
Widely regarded as the UK’s largest
dismantler of Rolls-Royce and Bentley
cars, Montague’s enormous stock of
parts also included almost £2 million
worth of new, genuine Bentley parts
• More than 30 people currently work
at Flying Spares
• In 2015 the combined time the staff
had worked for the company was
more than 200 years, with a
combined time spent in the motor
industry of more than 300 years
• As well as supplying reconditioned
parts, Flying Spares also carries out
the refurbishment and reconditioning
of customers’ own parts
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Regular jobs include:
• Full and part engine rebuilds
• Axle rebuilds (1945 to 1965 models)
• Carburetter rebuilds
• Hydraulic units for the Silver Shadow
and Bentley T range reconditioned
and rig tested in-house
• Rear leaf springs
• Replacement of rear brake discs and
wheel bearings in reconditioned hubs
• Brightwork – re-chroming and
re-polishing
• Interior Refurbishing – wood trim,
leather, carpet and rug repairs,
reconditioning and replacement
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DAY FIVE

Flying Spares
BY NUMBERS

200,000

Reconditioned and new parts in stock
at any one time

500

Individual orders for spare parts
received every week
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Minimum number of cars brought in
for dismantling every year

300

Years of combined experience in the
industry accumulated by the Flying
Spares staff
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Sections in the 1980 to 1998 (SZ-era)
online catalogue
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Contact for more information
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“Remind your eyes
that the veneer of
the instrument panel
is hand-rubbed
burr walnut and that
nothing else can
match it – not even
another Silver Spirit.”

The
signs
of the
times

1982 1982
In an homage to the Silver
Cloud it was proclaimed
that “the loudest noise
in a new Rolls-Royce is
the sound of your beating
heart…More than half
the cars in Rolls-Royce
history are still on the
road. Many of them are
worth more than they
were years ago. And if you
have dreamed of owning
a Rolls someday, the day
is today and the car is a
Silver Spirit.”

With no conception of
events to come, a BMW
driver looks enviously at
the car next to him at the
lights while the copyline
put his thoughts into
words – “Rolls-Royce:
Simply the best motor car
in the world.”

John Shostrom delves into his archives for
a series of advertisements that illustrate how
the Silver Spirit and Mulsanne models were
presented to predominantly US customers
during the first decade of SZ production
78
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“To say the Mulsanne
Turbo is rare is an
understatement. No more
than 125 people in Britain
will own one by the end of
the year. If it is standing
still, you will recognise it
by the famous radiator.
This is the only Bentley
ever to have its radiator
painted the same colour as
the car. It may also display
discrete ‘turbo’ badges on
the front wings. If not, rest
assured, it will go just as
fast without them.”

“Such performance is
obtained by increasing
the light alloy V8’s
power by 50% with a
single turbocharger.
Avon had to develop
255/70VR tyres
specifically for the
Mulsanne Turbo.”

1983 1983 1983
“A Silver Spirit is a
shining reality. It reflects
everything Rolls-Royce
Motors has learned
in its long pursuit of
perfection. A masterpiece
of aerodynamics built by
hand and built to last,
it is produced in the
hundreds rather than the
hundreds of thousands.
And that makes a world
of difference in every
detail…It will take your
breath away.”

“The unique Rolls-Royce twin-level
air-conditioning lets you cruise from
sunshine to snowstorm without changing
the temperature you set to cool your
head and warm your toes.”

“Only three other cars in
the world will make your
heart thump, your nerves
tingle and your mough go
dry in anything like the
same way as the Bentley
Mulsanne Turbo…”
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“Dennis Jones is a
man who uses his
extraordinary skill to
magically sculpt by
hand a fair amount
of cold steel into the
sparkling silver grille of
the finest motor car in
the world.”

“Which Rolls-Royce
belongs to the man who
thought he would never
have one?
“It really doesn’t
matter whether you buy
a Rolls-Royce or lease a
Rolls-Royce.
“What matters is that
you drive one. To find out
about our Authorised
Leasing and Finance
Programme, visit your
nearest Rolls-Royce
Dealer.

1983 1984 1985
“A Silver Spirit is the
essence of genius. You can
see it in every inch of the
aerodynamic shape. You
can hear it in the whisper
of the 6.75-litre V8 engine.
You can feel it in the
precision of the powered
rack-and-pinion steering.
And you can sense it in the
absence of road noise and
vibration. The technology
is matched only by the
craftsmanship, for a Silver
Spirit is built by hand and
built to last in the RollsRoyce tradition.”

A reference to the old
Silver Cloud What makes
the Rolls-Royce the best car
in the world? ads. “A motor
car to be driven into the
next century by someone
of great accomplishment
who believes ‘I give the
world my best, I desire its
best in return.’ I drive the
Rolls-Royce”

“What’s most astonishing
about the Eight is that a
car this grand and glorious
can be so nimble and
quick. You don’t quite
expect its hard, firm
cornering stance. The
feel of the ride defies
description, particularly
at high speeds, which the
Bentley Eight is very wont
to do.
“The Bentley Eight, at
$89,900, is for people
who want something on a
higher plane than the top
European imports.”

“Bentley owners have
always enjoyed a distinct
advantage. But it has never
been quite so apparent as
with the Bentley Turbo R.
This majestic automobile
delivers a level of
performance and elegance
unmatched anywhere else.
“Assuredly, it is made
by the same people who
handcraft Rolls-Royce
motor cars. So every
detail is attended to with
unerring scrutiny. Clearly

1986 1987 1989
“See what it feels like to
drive what you thought
you never would.”

“The winged insignia is
well earned at Bentley.
First at the finish line
has been Bentley’s speed
since 1919. The newest
Bentley, the Mulsanne S,
can do just as well. This is
the swiftest, surest way
you can go surrounded by
such elegance. Bentley is
made by the same people
who proudly make RollsRoyce motor cars. You
will decidedly sense an
exhilaration – a feeling of
flying behind the wheel of
the Mulsanne S that you
will not find in any other
car close to its class.”

no other automobile
combines the power,
handling and elegance of
the Turbo R.”

“The suspension has been calibrated to provide the sure handling
necessary at the speeds this Bentley can reach. Wide alloy wheels and
high speed rated tyres keep the power firmly on the road.”
80
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At your

service

Daniel Diewerge looks at some of the common mechanical issues facing
SZ owners and offers guidance on how to remedy them. If you are in any
doubt, always consult a specialist before attempting any work yourself

This is not a jacking point but it is often
mistaken for one and damage may ensue
– it’s actually the front subframe mount

In issue 2 of The Spirit, I highlighted the peculiarities of the direction of the thread on
SZ wheel nuts in order to avoid costly damage.
Another area where a lot of potential damage can be incurred is when a workshop
that does not have the necessary experience with Rolls-Royce and Bentley needs to
lift the car.
Bent brackets for the jack in the tool kit, deformed front subframe connectors and
dented rear subframe damper housings on almost any SZ are indications of the rude
handling many cars have suffered at the hands of careless mechanics.
If a proper trolley jack is available, lifting the car under the final drive housing in
the rear and at the front connector block for the lower wishbones in the front is the
preferred method.

REAR SUSPENSION PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION

BRAKE PUMP SEALING

Cleaning the wheel wells
Even the most sophisticated automatic
car wash will not reach the inner side
of the wheel arches. This is where a lot
of road dirt collects and is one of the
most vulnerable places on a modern
monocoque body. The accumulated dirt
(below left) is an excellent reservoir for
moisture and will sooner or later lead to
problems if unattended. This area should
be regularly cleaned by hand with a hose
and plenty of water (below right).

Unlike most cars, where the driver creates the necessary pressure in the system by
pushing the brake pedal, pressure for SZ brakes (and the rear suspension hydraulics) is
produced by two pumps mounted on top of the engine (left).
The pressurised LHM is regulated and stored in two accumulators, or sphere units.
When the brake pedal is pushed, pressure is released into the brake circuits by opening
two valves. To give feedback to the driver, brake feel is simulated by a rubber cone in the
brake pedal linkage that gets squeezed when the pedal is pushed.
Provided fluid change intervals are observed, these pumps have proved to be virtually
trouble free. The only attention needed from time to time is a resealing of the pump to
the pump housing. Greenish oil around the pump is a sure sign that a reseal is in order.
The housing is sealed against the pump with two O-rings that can be replaced without
removing the pumps from the engine. Some experience with minimally invasive surgery
might prove helpful for this job as space around the pumps is limited! Before unscrewing
the outlet fitting, the pressure must be released from the system by opening the bleed
screws on the accumulators.
After the inlet and outlet fittings are
removed from the pump housing, the
upper C-Clip is removed and the pump
housing can be pulled from the pump.
The old O-rings are best cut from
the pump with a sharp knife or can be
removed with a dental pick (above left).
Using a pump seal kit from your
preferred supplier, new, oiled, O-rings
are placed on the pump. The trick is to
install the upper ring first and then roll
the lower ring over the upper one into
the lower ridge (thanks, Bill!). After a
careful cleaning of the housing and a
bit of LHM applied, the housing can be
reinstalled. The inlet fitting also features a
small O-ring that must be replaced in the
process and has to be ordered separately.

Rust proofing rear spring pans
If there is one Achilles heel (or, more
accurately, two) on an SZ, it is the rear
spring pan. These pans are welded to the
trailing arms and support the base of the
rear coil springs. Unfortunately, thanks
to their position, they catch a lot of road
muck but do not drain very well. The
result is corrosion that can often be found
82
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on low mileage
and otherwise well
maintained cars
(pictured left).
As long as rust
has not already
compromised the
structural integrity
of these pans, there is a DIY method
to clean them and offer long-term
protection. The coils can be taken out
fairly easily because the necessary spring
compressor is built into the assembly.
What you need is a piece of ½ UNC
threaded rod, minimum grade 8.8 (or SAE
grade 5), and a nut or two of the same size
and strength.

This rod (above) is inserted through
the hole in the spring pan and through
the spring. It screws into the threaded
upper spring cup. The car may need to
be lowered by opening the bleed screw
for the rear struts until it rests on the
bump stop. Now the nut(s) are tightened
against the lower spring cup. When the
car is lifted up again, the spring remains
compressed and can be carefully removed.

It is advisable to change the upper and
lower plastic seats under the springs at
the same time because these are almost
always deteriorated beyond recognition.
After de-rusting the pans, it is advisable
to give them
a coat of
dedicated
chassis paint
followed
by a liberal
amount of
anti corrosion
grease (such
as PX-11) in
order to seal the metal against water.
When working with compressed
springs, please remember that they
store a lot of energy and can become
life threatening when handled
improperly! And of course: Never
ever work under lifted up car before
securely putting it on jackstands!
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Despite many
changes to the
induction system,
the brake pumps
remained in the
same position
throughout
production. A
dental pick is useful
for removing old
O-rings
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LED INTERIOR LIGHTS
Opening a door on an SZ will trigger no
fewer than 16 individual lamps.
The power consumption of these bulbs
is enough to seriously drain the battery if
the doors are left open for any extended
time, almost to the same degree as
switched on headlights. This can be quite
annoying when the doors need to remain
open, for example when drying the car
after a wash or when cleaning the interior.
By using LED replacements for

MEASURING AND ADJUSTING RIDE HEIGHT
the filament bulbs, the electricity
consumption can be reduced
considerably. The sizes needed are 12
x 38mm festoon bulbs (eight for the
interior and four door warning lights) and
4 x T10 wedge type bulbs that go into the
armrests on the doors. LEDs were a poor
choice a while ago because their light
was too bright or just not the right colour
temperature. Nowadays LEDs with the
right “warm” shine are available.

The correct ride height makes or breaks
the appearance of a classic Rolls-Royce
or Bentley and even small deviations are
immediately recognizable.
An imaginary extension of the sill
moulding should pass right through the
centre of the wheels (above).
In order to fine tune the front ride
height, the designers came up with a very
clever solution.
Half moon shims, that come in
different sizes, are placed between the
spring seat and the shock absorber collar.

A collection of different sized shims

CHANGING LHM
One of the most significant
improvements of the SZ series after
the Silver Shadow was the use of LHM
for the hydraulic system.
While RR363 used by the earlier
cars is based on DOT3 brake fluid,
LHM is a pure mineral oil. And unlike
RR363, LHM will not damage paint if
it is spilled. Systems with RR363 are
known to accumulate gritty slime if
not serviced meticulously. However,
even neglected LHM systems show
almost no sludge build-up.
One downside of mineral oil
is that it does not absorb and
distribute moisture like conventional
hygroscopic brake fluid. Water
droplets can collect at places in the
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system and this is not only dangerous in
the brake circuit (water evaporates in a
hot system and steam is compressible...
not good in a brake system) but can also
cause corrosion.
The picture (below) shows a pair of
brake pumps, the one on the left is from
a well maintained car; the one on the
right is from a car that has not had a fluid
change for a long time and moisture in the
system has led to corrosion on the pump

and probably to other areas as well.
It is therefore just as important to
service the LHM regularly as it was with
RR363, even though the recommended
interval at 48,000 miles (or four years) is
longer. The brake pumps make changing
the fluid a one-man job since they keep
the system under pressure while the
engine is running. A second person to
pump the brake pedal or specialised
workshop equipment is not required. A
broomstick wedged between the brake
pedal and the seat with the engine
running is all that is needed to keep the
system pressurised at the bleed screws. It
can then be purged just like any other car.
The fuse for the gear selector should
always be removed whenever working
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on an SZ with the motor running, it
is just too easy to accidentally put
the selector into gear when reaching
inside the car.
The height control side of the
system is purged by opening the
bleed screw(s) at the rear. Very early
SZs have these mounted on the floor
beside the rear springs. On newer cars
up to 1986, the bleed screws can be
found on both sides on the inner sill
in front of the rear wheels. Cars from
model year 1987 onwards have only
one levelling valve and only one bleed
screw, on the right-hand inner sill. Be
careful when opening these screws as
the car will lower immediately once
the pressure is released.

A set of shims set on the collar before the
spring seat is lowered onto the shock collar

On early cars the levelling valve linkage is
connected to the spring pan

They can be replaced while the spring is
still installed in the car with the aid of a
spring retainer tool.
Since all models of the SZ series feature
a self-levelling system as part of their
rear suspension, minor corrections to the
ride height can be done by altering the
attachment points of the levelling valves
to the suspension. Earlier cars have these
on both spring pods. Later cars have only
one levelling valve that works in reference
to the stabiliser bar position.

When making adjustments, work in tiny
steps and wait a few seconds until the
system reacts. The system has a built-in
delay to avoid a constant readjustment of
the ride height during normal driving.
The adjustment in the rear should be
limited to fine tuning the ride height.
Trying to compensate for worn out springs
will lead to a harsh ride as the system not
only compensates for ride height
but gets stiffer the more it supports the
steel springs.

Linkage

Attachment
point; twist
to adjust

Levelling
valve

Later cars have only one levelling valve that works in reference to the stabiliser bar position.

COLOUR GUIDE TO FLUID DROPS ON THE FLOOR
Clear to brown: engine oil, final drive (sulphurous smell)
Red/ Pink: Automatic transmission fluid (ATF) as used in the transmission and steering
Green/oily: LHM (used in the brake and suspension hydraulics)
Green/watery: coolant
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From Canada to
An Anglo-Canadian
friendship forged
through the SZ
Register Facebook
page and a mutual
love of cars from
Crewe led to Peter
Caton and Nicolas
Gravel meeting in
London before setting
out on a 2500 mile
road trip to the South
of France, behind the
wheel of a 32-year-old
Silver Spirit
If you shop for clothes in Rodeo Drive,
Los Angeles or buy your cars in Berkeley
Square, London, you may not realise
that many of us are quietly living out our
passion for Rolls-Royce and Bentley in
distant places where we can only dream
of a visit to, say, Frank Dale & Stepsons.
Indeed, in the extremely remote part of
the universe where I live, the Rolls-Royce
dealership sells barely 20 new cars a year.
There are more people living in California
than the whole of Canada so it’s no
surprise that Rolls-Royce and Bentley
cars are few and far between and good
used cars are as rare as hens’ teeth. The
number of enthusiasts is derisory.
So I soon learned that I would have to
live out my passion for Crewe’s products
alone in the garage with my beloved car.
86
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Journey’s end in the South of France
where the car’s temperature display
rises to a heady 44ºC

Nicolas Gravel at home in the
Canadian winter, where
-30ºC is not unusual

Generally, the only other enthusiast you
are able to talk to is the previous owner of
your own car!
At my local rallies and classic car
shows, the ‘British cars’ section almost
always comprises two Jaguars, one Austin,
one MG and my own SZ. Little wonder I
quickly got bored by seeing the same cars
and talking to the same people.
I decided I would just have to get used
to the idea that my eccentric passion
would remain... marginal. Three or four
times a year I visit a specialist who
restores Silver Clouds for wealthy foreign
customers and is prepared to carry out a
check up on my car.
And then everything changed. An event
that, in my case, brought like-minded
enthusiasts right into my life.

Cannes

THE FACEBOOK CONNECTION
Despite working on a computer every day
and not yet being 40 years old, I came
late to social media. But then I registered
on Facebook. Without much conviction
I joined various groups dedicated to
Rolls-Royce and Bentley, hoping for little
more than some nice pictures of beautiful
cars among the all photos of cute little
kittens caught in cookie jars.
So I was pleasantly surprised to see
pictures posted almost daily on the
SZ Register page and then, over time,
the flow of images got better and
better. Through these photos and posts,
members’ feedback and comments, my
knowledge grew by the week. Equally
welcome was the troubleshooting advice
that helped to keep my car in good order.
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There was a sharing of experiences – some
happy and others not – and maybe a
masterclass given by enthusiasts who
drove Rolls-Royce motor cars before my
birth, or from craftsmen who have made
restoration their livelihood.
Discussions with members followed,
over which a budding fellowship turned
into a strong friendship, based on the
recurrence of incidents and similar
experiences, reinforced by people with
similar interests and personality traits.
Looking back over the past couple of
years, I realise that time has made some
of those friendships grow, not only for me,
becoming almost a form of brotherhood
that has found and gathered information
and then distributed it to the four corners
of the world.
>

Speeding through
the night en route
to the Riviera

Queuing for the ferry at Dover. And so the
adventure begins

RREC meets RROC on the roadside in Calais
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Our Crewe convoy
proceedes along the
renowned Promenade de
la Croisette in Cannes

The Spirit swallows the miles on its way to
Cannes – along with a great deal of petrol

Daybreak and our destination approaches
ENCOUNTER IS INEVITABLE
Next thing I knew, there was a plan
being hatched by some of us to arrange
a meeting. England, France, Germany,
Sweden… various schemes were drawn
up, trying wherever possible to co-incide
with a rally or meeting of a car club.
After much indecision, I flew from
Montreal to London to join my friend
Peter Caton with whom I was going to
enjoy a mad escapade! With his beautiful
two-tone silver over dark blue 1983 RollsRoyce Silver Spirit, he had agreed to let
me join him on a journey across France,
from north to south. After taking the ferry
from Dover, we were to attend a meeting
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of the Monaco and French sections of the
Rolls Azur Club.
If you visited the Facebook page of the
SZ Register you could not fail to have
read about the preparation of Peter’s car
to get it ready for this drive. A 2500-mile
round trip in a 32-year-old lady is not
to be undertaken lightly – even when
it’s a Rolls-Royce. It seems my friend’s
mechanical knowledge served him well
and the preparation of the Silver Spirit was
completed without incident.
In late July, the hour of departure was
upon us. The road between London and
Dover unfolded quickly... except for the
last three miles. At the time there were a

number of strikes in France (is there ever
a time without strikes in France!). The
ferry timetables were disrupted and we
suffered a long delay. On the plus side, I
had plenty of time to admire the White
Cliffs in detail from the comfort of the
passenger’s seat of a Silver Spirit.
Once on board the ferry, you soon
come to appreciate how good the
Connolly seats of a Silver Spirit really
are – the chairs in the boat’s VIP lounge
are simply not in the same league.
Fortunately, the crossing was fast and
our arrival in France set the tone for the
adventure. We were met by Sebastien, a
well known member of the Register, and
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his late Silver Spur, with outstretched
arms and chilled champagne! So, we had
two SZs parked on the side of the road,
one Canadian RROC member and two
members of the English and French RREC
and champagne: you can’t get things off
to a better start than that!
Sadly we had to hurry because the
ferry delays had put our agreed time
of arrival for our next stop at risk. We
drove late into the night but the Rolls
was imperturbable, like a train on rails.
We grabbed a few hours sleep and hit
the road again in order to be in Cannes
as soon as possible. Traffic on French
roads generally flows smoothly and the
Silver Spirit swallowed the miles without
flinching. It also swallowed a lot of petrol.
MEETING OF SPIRITS
We reached our destination at 1pm
the next day, by which time it was
44ºC outside. Even the Rolls-Royce air
conditioning was struggling to cope and
we were both exhausted.
It was lovely to be welcomed at the
home of the Rolls Azur club president
himself, the renowned Charles Bondaz,
with a great fanfare to greet the
delegation from the Commonwealth!
This is what we were: a group of
eccentrics bound together by a shared
eccentricity. In truth, we were strangers. I
had never met Peter face-to-face before
he welcomed me to his car for a wild
journey; and Charles had met neither of us
before we arrived – and yet he welcomed
us into his heart and his home!
Having been received with a blaze of
pomp and ceremony (I will not hide that
Jeanine, the charming wife of Charles,
contributed to this as much as he did), >

PETER CATON PREPARES HIS SILVER SPIRIT FOR THE JOURNEY
I knew my car was fairly sound
mechanically, but I had never driven
her any great distance in one go, and
she was 32 years old with no previous
service history other than the work I
had carried out since buying her.
I thought to myself: it’s going to be a
long trip, and hot in the Cote d’ Azure
and Monaco, so good cooling of the
engine will be essential. It’s time I rolled
my sleeves up, got under the bonnet
and drained the cooling system. Firstly
I added a good quality radiator flushing
agent and warmed the engine until
the thermostat was open. Once the
coolant had been circulating for 10-15
minutes, and after allowing the engine
to cool down sufficiently, I removed the
radiator cap and opened the drain plug.
Next I disconnected the top and bottom
hoses and flushed both well in a reverse
direction to remove any sediment and
limescale which had been broken down
by the flushing agent. I then removed
the expansion tank and cleaned the
sediment out. Considering the system
was fairly clean there was a surprising
amount of sediment in the tank.
I then cleaned the electrical
connections and tested the low coolant
level warning light. To ensure I did
not get caught out in heavy traffic
in temperatures in excess of 40° C,
I replaced the thermostat and coolant
temperature sensor along with the
auxiliary fan thermal switch.
I mixed the Crewe antifreeze 50:50
and slowly added it to the cooling
system along with a small amount
>
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PETER CATON’S PREPARATIONS – continued from page 89

Bentley S2 DHC turns heads
even in Monte Carlo

The welcome we received from Rolls-Royce enthusiasts in Monte Carlo was marvellous
it was time to get down to the main
reason for our trip: a gathering of RollsRoyce enthusiasts from France who were
going to drive across the border to join
their Monaco counterparts and share
hospitality in the Principality. The variety
of people taking part was as remarkable as
the cars: a 20/25 hp led our small convoy
which also contained Silver Shadows,
Spirits and a beautiful Bentley S2 DHC.
Everybody on the rally was not only
agreeable and ready to have a good time,
but genuinely friendly. I am thinking of
Daniel, Antoine and Gunar in particular,
without whom this event would not have
been nearly so enjoyable.

The members of the Monte Carlo
section who welcomed us were also
great company – including Jean and
the colourful Lord Eastleigh, all active
members of the club. It would be remiss
of me not to mention that a distinguished
member of German nobility also came to
greet us and mesmerised Peter.
The gathering of cars near the Royal
Palace delighted tourists, all in awe of
the James Young Silver Wraith, S2 DHC,
Corniche S and fabulous SZs all gleaming
under the Mediterranean sun.
After spending a few days in the
company of all those wonderful people,
it was time for Peter and I to head north

Cafés by the harbourside in Monte Carlo

Fantastic views all along the Azure coastline

once again, the Silver Spirit running well.
I stopped en route in Belgium to meet a
well known local RREC member, Alain,
before going back to Canada, happy to
have met and sorry to leave.

which a Texan might comment on a car,
or a picture offered by a Minnesotan. He
might in turn be teased by an Englishman
on whose comments a Swede has
additional information. Then, he may find
himself corrected by a Dutchman while
a Hong Kong resident will point out an
unusual detail everyone has missed!
This, for me, is what our hobby is all
about. Posts and comments on Facebook,
attending rallies and arranging to travel
together all help to strengthen friendships
and build networks that bring together
scattered enthusiasts to form strong
communities that will ensure the survival
of our beautiful old ladies.

TOMORROW, THE WORLD
Rallies such as this are held around
the globe. They bring us together in a
camaraderie, or even a brotherhood,
that often sees friendships flowering in
improbable places.
These friendships are fed daily by
Facebook groups such as that of the
SZ Register. It is a genuinely international
community of like-minded individuals in

< of Radiator Stop Leak as a precaution against stone damage to the radiator enroute. Running the engine up to operating temperature enabled any air locks to be
displaced and allowed me to check for coolant leaks. There was a final engine cooldown overnight before a last top up of coolant the following morning. Next I checked
the fuel lines, replaced all three fuel filters, added a fuel cleaner and lubricant to a full
tank of fuel, fitted a new set of plugs and cleaned the contacts of the distributor cap.
I knew it was going to be hot in the South of France, but what if it rained on the
way? I replaced both wiper blades, but after 32 years there was some play in the
wiper arms, which was only to be expected, so I removed both arms and re-seated
the rivets at each moving joint, followed by a fresh coat of black satin paint before
re-installing. Finally, I checked the wipers’ function and topped up the screen wash.
The automatic transmission and power steering fluid levels were then checked and
topped up where necessary. The engine oil and filter had been changed about 2000
miles ago, so I decided not to replace it for the trip, but I did check the auxiliary belts
for the air conditioning, alternator and power steering.
The next task was to check the braking and suspension systems for leaks and to
ensure the fluid levels were correct, before removing all the road wheels and checking
the tyres for any signs of damage to both the inner and outer walls. The tread was
good as I had fitted new whitewall tyres the year before.
Lighting was my next consideration, and a full check was carried out on the interior
and exterior lights. The continental headlight deflectors could not be fitted until
we arrived in France for legal and safety reasons. While considering what tools and
equipment to take to Monaco, I had also to keep in mind the legal requirements of
driving on the Continent by way of high visibility jackets for myself and my passenger,
and a breathalyser kit with a minimum of two tests. It is also good practice to carry a
warning triangle, but remember it cannot be used on motorways.
We tested the 1983 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit by driving her 1073 miles in one go
and she proceeded exactly as intended.

Tools and equipment packed for the journey
• Castrol LHM
• Sockets and spanners
• Electrical wire and various connections
• Pliers and screwdrivers
• Insulation tape
• Spare fuses and bulbs
• Torch and a multi-meter
• Engine oil, transmission oil
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Small but
perfectly formed

In recent years, the availability of
Rolls-Royce and Bentley scale models
has grown in leaps and bounds. Not all
that long ago, however, if you wanted a
particular model car in a certain scale,

building it from scratch was pretty much
the only option.
With a production run spanning almost
20 years and a number of 1:43 scale
models being released, it is more than a

Walnut trim was created by mirroring a photo and printing it to scale
92
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little surprising that there is still no 1:24
scale representation of a Silver Spirit
or Spur that would fit in with a
collection of The Franklin Mint
Rolls-Royce and Bentley models.
After re-dying the interior
of our 1982 Rolls-Royce
Silver Spur, which involved the
complete removal of the seats
and door panels, I had a new and
great respect for the quality of
engineering and build that went
into these fine motor cars. Having a
better understanding of how it was all
assembled, I decided to build my own
1:24 scale model of the
car, starting with the
interior.
I also decided
to add some of
the features of a car
spotted at Fort Lauderdale
Imports back in 1996; a thennew Mulliner Park Ward Silver Dawn, fully
optioned with centre console and floor
mounted gear selector, veneered door
panels, cocktail requisites to the rear of
the front seats, leather to all surfaces with
contrasting colour to the dash, piping,

The seat cushions were built up in layers of styrene, filed to shape
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tops of the armrests, and occasional
table surrounds.
Some very rough sketches were put
onto paper, with measurements scaled
down so each piece could be cut from
styrene. The early-series seat shapes were
built up in layers and filed to shape.
The red colour of the seats was mixed
to closely match that of CCX04778
with black piping added using lengths of
flexible black wire.
On the computer, a picture of burr
walnut was copied and book-matched
outward in all directions, and then scaled
down to provide the interior’s ‘veneer’.
Laminating the printed paper produced a
suitable finish.
The occasional tables were made
to articulate correctly; coming out, up
and then laying flat. Opening cocktail
requisites to the rear of the front seats
have glasses made from clear styrene rod,
hollowed out with a drill bit.
Next up will be the dashboard and
centre console. Then the interior, while
awaiting the completion of the body,
can be displayed similarly to the interior
photos often found as the centerfold of
the Silver Spirit and Spur brochures.

DON’S OTHER MODELS
These include a 1:24 scale Silver Cloud
with a leather interior (pictured, right,
next to LSGE460) that won Best in
Show in the ‘mini concours’ at the RROC
National Meet in 1991 and a commission
for Jon Shirley (President of Microsoft)
for whom Don built a 1:43 scale model
of his Ferrari Michellotti 365 GTS/4.

Picture: Terry Murphy

After re-dying the leather of his
partner’s car, Don Stott set about recreating
the interior of his dreams, but on a smaller scale

The red SZ interior was inspired by a
combination of re-dying the leather in his
partner’s Silver Spur and the features of a
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Dawn admired at
Fort Lauderdale Imports in Florida

Measurements were taken from a real car and scaled down, so a sketch could be made. This was used as a template for cutting out the parts
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Working practices
during the SZ era

A number of computerised techniques and Japanese-inspired methods
were introduced to the labour-intensive SZ production line over the years
The Silver Spirit was launched at a time
of economic optimism in October 1980,
when Rolls-Royce had just returned a
£10.9 million profit. Export markets were
strong and 80 per cent of the 2967 SZs
built in 1981 went abroad, with 1995 of
these bound for the US and Canada.
However, soaring oil prices and a rapid
downturn in the world economy were on
the way and no sector was hit harder than
luxury cars. There were more than 3000
Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars built in 1980
and demand was strong but two years
later production had halved and a mere
1551 cars left the factory in 1982.
The new SZ range was based heavily on
the outgoing Silver Shadow – and so were
the production techniques.
During the early days it generally took
61 days to build each Silver Spirit. There
were 22 separate pieces of stainless steel
sheet to be manually soldered together
to make a radiator shell – this took six
96
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hours – and a further 150 man hours were
needed to complete each car’s interior
woodwork. A pair of picnic tables took one
man 27 hours, spread over 23 days.
Peter Ward joined Rolls-Royce from
Peugeot-Talbot as sales and marketing
director in 1983. Production was at its
lowest point for the decade (only 1568
vehicles were produced) and he later told
Autocar and Motor that he had found “a
divided and dispirited company… there
had been high levels of redundancy and
naturally the cars weren’t selling. I believe
much of the recession redundancies
were caused by the company being led
by the manufacturing and engineering
requirements, without that being
tempered by the marketing side who knew
what the world needed at that time.”
As a result of its reduced workforce, the
break-even production figure was reduced
from approximately 2800 to more like
2000 cars per year in 1983.

A new labour agreement in 1991
allowed the introduction of more flexible
working practices, followed by new
production facilities in 1995, as part of a
£200 million investment programme at
the factory.
As a result of these Japanese-inspired
lean production methods, the time it
took to complete a car in 1996 had been
reduced to 30 days – and by the time the
SZ was replaced by the Silver Seraph and
Arnage two years later, this was reduced
further to only 17.5 days.
A computer controlled production line
was increasingly employed to replace the
previous labour-intensive system and a
conveyor belt was built to transport the
bodies around the factory.
Other labour saving techniques
included the introduction of a machine
to paint the coachlines rather than
employing a signwriter to paint them by
hand with a fitch.
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A tour of Pyms Lane

in 1983 at 1000ASA

The new Kodacolor VR 1000 film, released in 1983, promised
Colin Hughes dropped a few test rolls into his bag as he set off

grain-free colour negatives under low light for the first time without flash.
to record SZ production during an RREC Section trip to Crewe that year

The area of the plant involved with the
individual parts either manufactured on
site or bought in from outside

Batches of parts carried both
identification and test documentation

V8 cylinder blocks and heads in course
of machining work. Taken during a tea
break!

A crankshaft, rough-finished from the
forging, part-machined on the journals
and big-ends

A finished crankshaft on the measuring
bench

Parts of an engine laid out for inspection
following a running trial

Engines in the course of assembly

Final adjustments to an engine and
gearbox before being passed for
installation

Parts being annealed prior to machining

Body shells prepared for a dip into the
anti-corrosion coating. Further primer
and colour coats were then applied

Hand soldering the stainless steel
radiator shell

Making up the wiring loom for the
instrument panel

Attaching the wiring loom to the back of
the instrument panel

Part-trimmed and wired body shells
photographed ahead of the start of the
main production line

Body shells were mounted on a rotatable
dolly to gain easier access to the
underside

Engines mounted on dollies to be taken
to the installation point. Beyond is the
raised line to allow access from beneath

The engine and rear suspension assembly
were mounted on a jig while the body
shell was lowered onto them
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Access to install parts to the bulkhead
was gained before the engine went in
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IT WASN’T ONLY SILVER SPIRITS THAT COLIN HUGHES SNAPPED ON THE PRODUCTION LINE…
The factory held parts for previous
models including B40 cylinder blocks,
B80 blocks and a pair of rear springs,
possibly for a Silver Cloud III. The
Camargue (in production until 1987)
followed the same production line as
the SZs

Tests of the cars’ running qualities
preceded fitting of most of the external
fittings, such as bumpers, lights and
grille

Cars were put through a water spray to
check water-tightness of the windows
and doors

Final polishing was carried out by hand
once all the trim was fitted
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Cars awaiting test or, after test, awaiting
final finishing. The silver foreground car
is a long wheel base Bentley Mulsanne

Flatting off the paintwork preparatory
to rectification work on the finish

Cars received a final visual inspection
before being cleared for delivery

Some engine running checks were
carried out before the cars were driven
on their road test

When re-painting of body panels was
considered necessary, areas were
masked off with brown paper

A Silver Spur for the US market ready for
shipment with a European specification
Silver Spirit following behind
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The Royal RT

The 1998 Turbo RT used by Prince Charles as his armoured escort car
was the last in a line of similar British Racing Green SZs to see royal duty

Later owned by the Metropolitan Police
Historic Vehicle Collection in Hendon,
Bentley Turbo RT WCH66472 was used
by Prince Charles between 1998 and
2012. Notably this was the 12-year-old
car he chose as transport for his public
engagements following the December
2010 attack by protestors in Regent
Street – during which the window of the
car he and Camilla were travelling in was
smashed en route to the Royal Variety
Performance at the London Palladium.
Ken Wharfe, a former protection officer
to the Princess of Wales during the 1980s
and 90s, told the Daily Mail: “The Bentley
is the best vehicle to travel in and would
offer the best protection if he were to
come under attack.”
The car has armour plating on the
roof, underside and all the doors, which
are fitted with bullet-proof glass. Extra
equipment includes flashing blue lights
behind the grille, a windscreen-mounted
blue light and warning sirens.
Bearing a strong resemblance to the
Prince’s previous Bentley Turbo Rs, the
only clues that this is an RT are the
modified front and rear skirts and the
inscription on the chassis plate. The vaned
grille, alloy wheels and twin exhaust
finishers are all regular Turbo R fittings,
and the boot lid has no badges to identify
the model.
The car retained its original
specification and registration plate and
was driven by staff of the MPS historic
fleet on special occasions, while being
subject to on-going running repairs.

Switches for additional security and warning systems are concealed behind the radio flap

Four-inch thick bullet proof glass in all doors

Communications kit behind the boot panel

The car has no badges to identify it as an RT

Interior is standard other than picnic tables

SEE OVERLEAF FOR DETAILS OF ANOTHER VERY SPECIAL ARMOURED ROYAL MULSANNE
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Tougher than
Juergen Buech checks out an armour plated Bentley Mulsanne that has
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the rest

been adapted to withstand a Kalashnikov rifle attack from 10 metres away
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Thickened bullet-proof glass in all windows is set in reinforced frames with black borders that reduce visibility slightly. Windows comprise a
multi-ply composite laminate of polycarbonate and glass with interlayers that allow for the expansion and contraction of both materials

The side windows open only a small distance
in steel frames approximately 7cm deep

Extra-thick upright bars replace the original
window trim next to quarterlights

Leather covered roof strengthening reduces
rearward vision significantly

Breather pipe for fire extinguisher system
protrudes from the tool tray into the boot

Fire extinguisher cylinder is housed in the
storage compartment under the boot floor

Extinguisher and panic alarm controls are
under a leather flap in the centre console

A wide metal security frame runs around the
inside of each door aperture
104
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Additional steel panels are sandwiched
behind the leather covered door cards

Plate in glovebox warns of reduced luggage
due to the weight of additional armouring
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On 26 October 1984, a telex from
Rolls-Royce Motors International
was received at Pyms Lane: “want
to advise you promptly of two
VVIP orders we will receive by
Monday morning,” it read. This
was followed on 29 October by
a memo marked Top Urgent,
requesting the production of two
existing orders to be delayed in
order to acheive delivery of a
Bentley Mulsanne by late January
1985 and a long wheelbase
Mulsanne by mid-February, at the latest.
These orders were placed by The
Embassy of the State of Qatar and the
cars were destined for delivery to its Royal
family through Middle East Traders in
Doha – but not until they had undergone
extensive modification by Hotspur
Armoured Products in Neath, West
Glamorgan, providing them with Class
B4+ ballistic protection (see table below).
The Mulsanne featured here is the
standard wheelbase car (FCX12607)
and the order sheet specified the colour
scheme was to be: “Strictly same as of
ANX-09879 Delivered in Geneva on
25/9/84”. This was Royal Blue with Dark
Blue Everflex roof covering, Magnolia
leather and Mountain Blue carpets.
Options included whitewall tyres, a
tinted windscreen, a grab handle on the
cant rail above the front passenger’s door
and Fiamme air horns with a foot switch.
In the back there were veneered picnic

tables and cocktail requisites comprising
a flask and four nip glasses in the bin
between the front seats.
The ‘Power of Attorney’ instruction
authorising Rolls-Royce to deliver the
car to Mr Peter Nedin of Hotspur was
issued on 23 January 1985 for handover
of the Mulsanne the following week. The
Hotspur representatives checked the car
and identified a number of faults:
• Ash tray loose in left-hand rear door
• Centre ash tray very loose with side play
• Slight scratch on right-hand rear squab
• Filler in front door joint poorly applied
• Dirty marks on some trim
The car was accepted, however, and
by 28 June it was ready for shipping
from Dover to Calais and then onwards
to Lausanne in Switzerland, having been
inspected at Hotspur by Ken Trinder of
Rolls-Royce Motors International. By
this time, the car which had left Crewe
with a tax-free invoice price of £48,643

was valued at £130,000 on the
certificate of shipment.
By 6 June 1989 the car was
registered at the Qatari Embassy
in France to Sheikh Khalifa bin
Hamad Al-Thani – who was at
that time the Emir.
French businessman Jean
Bernard remembers seeing it on
the streets of Paris. “The Bentley
carried green diplomatic plates
with the most rare 500 number
– officially designated for ‘other
persons of high diplomatic status’ and, in
effect, reserved for heads of state.
“At the time the Emir had a big section
of the public car park beneath Avenue
Foch reserved for his cars. It was an entire
section within the public garage that was
fenced off with grilles and gates.
“Most of the Emir’s fleet consisted of
Mercedes 500SELs but he would generally
drive a red American SUV – a big Dodge, if
I remember right.
“The Emir would often drive across
Europe in the Mulsanne and, in particular,
he would visit Germany. At such times the
car was accompanied by two Mercedes
vans in matching colours – one for his
luggage and the other for supplies. He was
always followed by his own refrigerated
truck with a private supply of food.”
The armoured Bentley Mulsanne now
enjoys a more sedate life of retirement
and has recently become part of a private
collection in Germany.

EUROPEAN BALLISTIC PROTECTION STANDARDS
Type of vehicle
Light armoured vehicle

Class
B2
B3
B4

Fully armoured vehicle

B4+
B5
B6
B6+

Armour piercing protection B7
B7

Weapon/ammunition
9mm handgun
357 magnum
44 magnum

Range
5m
5m
5m

Velocity
400m/sec
430m/sec
440m/sec

No of shots
3
3
3

AK47 ball 7.62 x 39
5.56 x 45 steel core SS109 round
7.62 x 51 ball
5.56 x 45 lead M193 round

10m
10m
10m
10m

710m/sec
950m/sec
830m/sec
950m/sec

3
3
3
3

120mm
120mm
120mm
120mm

7.62 x 51 AP
AK47 7.62 x 39 AP

10m
10m

820m/sec
715m/sec

3
3

120mm
120mm
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Spacing of shots
120mm
120mm
120mm
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On the trail of the

Don Stott delves into his files to reveal seldom-seen personal pictures of

The story of the construction of the
Hooper State Landaulette KCH26441
was published in the 2016 RREC Yearbook
but here are many of the original owner’s
personal photographs and anecdotes.
In 1978, 24-year-old Australian Stephen
Berry’s employer sent him to work in the
UK office for a year and bought a new
Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow II for him to
drive, after which the car would be sent
to Australia, thus avoiding nearly all the
import duty and taxes in the process.
During that time, Mr Berry’s travels
across Europe with the Silver Shadow II
provided the perfect subject matter for
a book he planned to write, entitled
The Silver Lady, which set into motion
the construction of a unique coachbuilt
Rolls-Royce for the modern era.
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The inspiration for the landaulette’s
colour scheme came from Stephen Berry’s
Citroën 2CV6 Charleston
During the mid-1980s, Stephen Berry
contacted Colin Hyams, International
Chief Executive at Hooper & Co.
(Coachbuilders) Ltd, about building a fourdoor convertible based on an SZ donor.
Two concepts were drawn up and, after
many months, Stephen arrived in 1989 at

Robert James’ Willesden office with the
original full-convertible design drawing
and a new $10 Australian plastic note as
a deposit.
Robert advised that removing the roof
and cant rails, necessary to build a full
convertible on such a long vehicle, would
not be advisable due to chassis flexing and
body stress. Therefore he decided to invest
in detailed drawings of an alternative
design built on the Hooper State 40-inch
extended limousine with a landaulette
rear rather than a full convertible.
Edward Tan, a young Chinese car design
student, was given Robert’s brief and after
a number of attempts came up with the
final design.
George Moseley, the designer of the
Rolls-Royce Corniche convertible and >
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Chariot of Dreams

the Emperor State Landaulette, an SZ unlike any Silver Spirit before or since

Invitation and entry forms for the planned Chariot of Dreams HIV/AIDS fundraising event
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Evolution of the passenger compartment – from an early colour rendering, via sketches sent by fax by Stephen Berry, to the finished interior

Toni Ruocco of Hamilton Photographics took a number promotional photos shortly before the State Landaulette was taken to Switzerland

Picture: Andy Hurfurt

The elegant Ms Pauline Alker enjoys the owner’s compartment of the State Landaulette; Robert James of Hooper is interviewed by the press

A limousine already in construction for Hooper & Co. chairman John Dick was used as the donor car, hence the traces of Windsor Blue paint
Aston Martin Volante, was brought out
of retirement to oversee the build and
construction of the landaulette.
With the planned motor car as an
asset, Stephen was able to raise funds
by getting 21 friends to invest in The
Silver Lady Trust in order to finance the
construction of the car and the publishing
and promotion of the forthcoming book.
108
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Stephen’s Citroën 2CV6 Charleston,
purchased new in Paris and one of only
12 right-hand drive Charlestons built in
the final three years of production, was
taken to the Hooper & Co (Coachbuilders)
Kimberley Road facilities to be the
inspiration for the colour scheme.
A Windsor Blue State Limousine
originally planned for Hooper & Co

chairman John Dick, and already in the
process of metal build, was selected as the
basis for the State Landaulette to get the
project completed according to schedule.
As completion of the multi-year build
drew near, the worsening global economy
weighed heavily on The Silver Lady Trust
and the decision was made to sell the car
prior to final payment and delivery.
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Jack Barclay director and general manager Bob MacLean, Hooper MD Paul Crowder and Fellow of the Institute of the Motor Industry and
RREC member John McGlynn with the State Landaulette in the Hooper showroom; the limousine during its promotional tour of Australia
The car was completed in 1991, and
displayed at the RREC Annual Rally and
later at both Jack Barclay and H R Owen.
It was then exported to AD Autodiffusion
in Switzerland to avoid costly UK taxes.
Stephen Berry found new sponsors in
1992, and in November of that year,
the ‘Chariot of Dreams’ made its way to
Australia under import bond.

During its time in Australia, competitors
were invited to submit an entry of one’s
‘Dream you wish to fulfil in life using any
form of your choice with imagination and
demonstrating excellence.’ Finalists were
to enjoy a five-week chauffeured tour of
Europe in the State Landaulette, starting
from London and ending in Sofia, Bulgaria.
Sadly, the plan never came to fruition.

After a tour of the Brisbane, Melbourne
and Perth motor shows, along with
numerous charity events, the car returned
to the UK in 1994 where it ended up in
Jersey before being sold at auction.
The Emperor State Landaulette remains
a regal tribute to modern coachbuilding,
and an inspiration to never give up on
one’s dreams.
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Drawn to an SZ
Illustrator Paul
Bennett can
produce a
unique representation
of your car, featuring
your own registration,
from one of his hand
drawn illustrations

Serving many years in numerous
advertising agencies and design houses,
Paul Bennett worked his way up from tea
boy to studio manager before deciding
to ‘go it alone’ in 1971 as a freelance
illustrator and designer.
He has since drawn thousands of
illustrations ranging from warships and
fighter planes to birds and garden peas
for many international clients.
He has also created a portfolio of
drawings of classic cars from around
60 different manufacturers, and these
pictures include many SZs and other
Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars. The
Turbo R, for example, is available for £20
plus p&p as a black and white laser print
taken from the original pencil illustration.
It is supplied in a black A4 presentation
mount with your personal registration
added if required. Prints are available in
light, medium or dark shading and can be
hand coloured for an additional £10.

HOW TO ORDER
Email classicmemories@icloud.com
for more details of Paul Bennett’s
range of drawings of classic cars and
for information about his specially
commissioned work.
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What, where and when

Rolls-Royce was generally cautious about handing a cynical journalist the
keys to a new Silver Spirit or Turbo R – but here’s a selection of what
the motoring press had to say about SZs when they did get hold of one.
Actually, it seems those old-time road testers often quite liked the cars…

What: ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER SPIRIT
Where: AUTOCAR
When: 12 September 1981
In one important respect that is not too easy to explain, the Rolls-Royce
Silver Spirit is unequalled by anything: it’s the most marvellous aura
of luxury, extravagance and opulence that created a great sense of
well-being for the driver and the passengers. It’s something to do
with the superb finish and craftsmanship, the smell of the fine hide, the
sumptuous seats (even though not top for comfort), and the great majesty
and dignity of the car. The only other car that contrives the same feeling of
magnificence is the Lagonda, good though the others are. So when it comes
to the crunch of deciding how to spend that pools win, the answer is probably
– yes – you will plump for the Silver Spirit in the end, after trying them all,
and in spite of the fact that these other cars do many things better than the
Rolls-Royce.

“

What: BENTLEY MULSANNE TURBO
Where: MOTOR
When: 30 April 1983
AIR CONDITIONING: No arguments here. The air conditioning system fitted
to the Bentley Mulsanne Turbo is simply the best available on any car in
the world today… The heater’s output is 9kW, which is more than some
three-bedroomed houses have to make do with, while its cooling capacity,
according to Rolls-Royce, is equivalent to 30 domestic fridges.
FINISH: to a certain extent, this is what it’s all about – the one quality that
sets a Rolls-Royce or Bentley apart from any other car in the world. And
it’s not a myth. The Mulsanne Turbo exudes excellence, dazzles
eyes and screams good taste from every angle. The presence
of the finest quality leather, wood and carpeting is, in itself,
intoxicating; the loving care evident in their application to the
Bentley’s interior is an evocation of the craftsman’s art.
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What: BENTLEY TURBO R
Where: AUTOCAR
When: 15 July 1987
One has to judge the Bentley
in two ways: as a car, and as a
possession. And as a car it does not
fail. The performance can only be
described as remarkable, especially
now that it is delivered from
gearing high enough to provide
about the most relaxed high speed
cruising there is.
It is no mere accident that one
never sees any Rolls-Royce or
even the Bentley Turbo R with its
tempting level of performance,
being driven with the bad
tempered competitiveness
and aggression of lesser cars.
There is no need: merely the
implied encouragement (however
reprehensible in its own way)
resignedly to label certain of
one’s fellow drivers as peasant or
bolshevik, in the original meaning
and context of either word.
There is also that much aired
aspect of the Bentley, that it is
indeed beautifully built, with a skill
and care greater than
those lavished on
genuine works of
art – particularly in
this day and age.

”

What: BENTLEY TURBO R
Where: CAR
When: December 1987
Most amazing of all
the Bentley controls is
the steering. Whether
you grip the wheel in a
clenched fist or caress
it with fingertips, the
servo assistance is always
enough and never more than
enough, the response is always
precise and predictable, and
the feel is extraordinary:
a ripple in the road
is
translated, for information
rather than trepidation, as a
ripple through the wheel – not
the reptilian squirming of a Porsche 911, but a feathered touch to the fingers to tell
them what passes beneath those vast Avon treads.
I knew when I pondered the profile of the Bentley looming
above the others as they were clustered for photography.
Stature means much more than mere height, and stature is
something that none but the Bentley possesses.

“

”

What: BENTLEY
TURBO R
Where: MOTOR
When: 4 June 1988
Finish is an area where the
Bentley is, as expected, hard to
fault. Materials and assembly
are to the highest standard. In
conclusion the Bentley Turbo
R is the only winner. It was
almost no contest. The Bentley
is a serious driver’s car in this
most potent guise. Very little of
its comfort image is lost, while it has gained new respect as rapid long-haul transport.
The silky smooth and very responsive turbocharged V8 earns an honest living while the
car’s handling, poise and sure-footed braking make it pleasureable for serious driving.
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What: BENTLEY TURBO R
Where: CAR
When: November 1991
The Lexus LS400 is the least
special, and therefore comes
fourth… all round it is a better car
than the Jaguar Sovereign.
But luxury cars should transcend
common sense. We feel such
cars should pamper, should offer
something quantifiably different
from a Ford or a Vauxhall. The
Jaguar does this better. Of the two,
we’d pick the British car.
This is a when-money-doesn’tmatter comparison. We’re after
the world’s best car, nothing less,
and hang the cost. Neither the
S-class nor the Bentley are worth
three times their rivals; but they
are better cars. Of the pair, we’d
pick the Turbo R… the Bentley
is in a different world. A world
of unmatched cabin comfort,
beautiful craftsmanship, superb
quality materials. There is nothing
else in the world like a Turbo R,
not even a Rolls-Royce (which is so
much slower). That the Turbo R very
nearly matches the Benz
in all-round dynamic
competence is
enough to seal it
victory.
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What: ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER SPUR
Where: AUTOCAR
When: 31 July 1996
I’ve always loved big, smooth, luxurious, supple-suspended cars with leatherlined cabins and loads of character. I’ve always liked V8s, too – smooth,
slow-revving, as big as will fit under the bonnet. Consequently I’ve
loved my week with this Silver Spur.
The classic perception of a Rolls-Royce – a big, expensive, plush,
powerful, bespoke saloon deserves long life, prosperity and respect. It
is as valid now as ever.

What: BENTLEY CONTINENTAL R
Where: CAR
When: January 1992
The point of a car such as this is
the experience it delivers, and
whether it’s special enough to
make Someone Who Is Very
Rich think it worth shelling
out for. The Continental is
certainly imposing enough for those
who wish it to be known that they
have spent a great deal of money.
Climb inside – and you do climb,
because this is no low-slung coupé
– and it’s easy to see where much
of the weight is, because here is one
opulent cabin. Then there’s the dash,
a leather-topped bank of walnut into
which seven dials and four massive
chromium air vents are sunk.
There’s no car to give you the experience of the
Continental R except a Turbo R, and the coupé has
considerably more grace.

“

“

”

What: BENTLEY TURBO RT
Where: AUTOCAR
When: 20 August 1997
The Godzilla-like blown 6.7-litre V8 is calculated to elevate the barn-sized Bentley’s
performance to that of a first division Italian supercar, to teach super-saloons from Germany
and Italy a thing or two about star quality. The pricelessly cool air-conditioned cabin is
feel-good central. The whole environment oozes craftsmanship like a chocolate éclair
oozes fresh cream. The Turbo RT doesn’t have seats in any conventional sense of the word;
squeezed between the doors are thickly slabbed leather thrones with eight-way power
adjustment. Initially they don’t strike you as being especially comfortable, but it’s
just that your body isn’t accustomed to being so well supported. After a while the
seats just seem to disappear – all you feel is comfortable. The RT is better than
most things, cars included.

What: BENTLEY
CONTINENTAL T
Where: AUTOCAR
When: 7 August 1996
Who would you bet on
producing the better
handling car, Rolls-Royce or
Aston Martin? Well, we’re
both wrong. I remember,
many years ago, a chassis
engineer opining to me over
a beer that the essential
suspension layout and
geometry used by Rolls-Royce
was fundamentally sound and
that, one day, someone would
take those fundamentals
and use them to create a truly
fine handling car. That day
has come.
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What: BENTLEY TURBO RT
Where: AUTOCAR
When: 8 October 1997
Sit back and try to digest some of the most amazing statistics you’ll
ever set eyes upon in a road test. The Turbo RT is 17.6ft long,
weighs 2746kg, costs £148,990 and is powered by a turbocharged
6.75-litre V8 engine with 400bhp, 590lb ft and
the ability to burn fuel at 5.1mpg.
As with any other Rolls-Royce product, the RT’s
true forte is its cabin. Opulent doesn’t begin to
describe such a homage to hedonism. Even the
indicator stalk feels different due to its cool-tothe-touch Bakelite construction and absurdly long
travel. For the full experience, however, you have to
sit in the back.
It is the made-to-measure feel that justifies the
Bentley’s price. If truth be told, it is no longer as
refined, comfortable, economical or competent as its
vastly cheaper rivals from Mercedes, BMW, Jaguar and
the like. What it is, is infinitely more special.

“
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On golden wings
Hooper’s two-door conversions are considered by many to be the most
when a friend and customer turned up recently in a black Turbo R coupé,

THE SPIRIT

in black or white

elegant variation on the SZ theme, so Anders Rohdin was rather pleased
originally owned by Middle Eastern royalty, still with only 9,000km recorded

Towards the end of 1986, Bahrain
Rolls-Royce dealer A A Zayani and Sons
placed an order for a new Bentley Turbo R
finished in silver with a dark grey fine line
and slate upholstery. A £55,502 invoice
for HCX21044 was issued on
20 February 1987 but the order was
cancelled on 4 May and the car was then
sold to Universal Motors of Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia for delivery in London as soon as
possible. The only options fitted were a
shaded Sundym windscreen and a grab
handle for the front passenger.
On the instructions of Sheikh Abdullah
A Balubaid, the standard car was then >
116
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delivered as swiftly as possible to
Hooper & Co (Coachbuilders) by Cowan
Motorways Group.
Hooper & Co immediately set about
converting the silver car into a Masons
Black two-door coupé and retrimming
the interior at a reputed additional cost
of £87,000 (six years later, in 1994, the
basic cost of converting a Bentley Turbo R
was £72,950 excluding the donor car, any
extras, tax and shipping).
The car received a special matching
leather-trimmed interior, including the
headlining, with seats piped in yellow
and the carpets and monogrammed
118
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lambswool over-rugs in black. Special
woodwork was fitted to the interior which
also features a number of gold-plated
fittings, a new centre console, an electric
sunshine roof, cut-glass drinking glasses
and a separate refrigerated compartment
between the rear seats.
Despite being built with left-hand drive,
the car remained in the UK for many years
– initially on diplomatic plates – before
being sold at auction by Bonhams to an
owner in Sweden in December 2006 for
£37,250 including the buyer’s premium.
The total recorded ‘mileage’ at this time
was just 8,217 kilometres (approximately

THE SPIRIT

5,100 miles) and the car had been
maintained from new by Jack Barclay in
London on a time basis rather than by
distance travelled. It was accompanied
by a full set of maintenance invoices and
in the past 10 years there have only been
another 1,000km added to the total.
• The black two-door Bentley Turbo R is
now part of a private collection in Sweden.
The white Turbo RL on the previous page
remains in the UK. It was sold by specialist
dealer Vintage and Prestige not long ago
and is believed to be in use as a wedding car
in the north of England.
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data section
A few SZs are sometimes known by two
different names. Alternative titles that appear on
the following pages are listed as follows…
MODEL NAME...........................................................................IS LISTED AS
Azure Last of Line.......................................................................Azure Final Series
Continental convertible............................................................Continental
Continental DHC........................................................................Continental
Continental R Last of Line........................................................Continental R Final Series
Continental R California Edition.............................................Continental R Beverly Hills
Turbo R 400................................................................................Turbo R Newport Beach
Turbo R James Young Limited Edition....................................Turbo R H.R. Owen
Corniche Anniversary.................................................................Anniversary Corniche
Corniche convertible.................................................................Corniche
Corniche DHC.............................................................................Corniche
Corniche IV Anniversary............................................................Anniversary Corniche
Corniche Last of Line.................................................................Corniche Final Series
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur II Limousine.........................Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur III Limousine........................Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Mulliner Park Ward Silver Spur Limousine............................Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Silver Spur II Mulliner Park Ward.............................................Mulliner Spur
Silver Spur Park Ward (Limousine)..........................................Park Ward Limousine

Key to the tables

DATA INDEX

ROLLS-ROYCE PRODUCTION............121
BENTLEY PRODUCTION.................... 122
PERFORMANCE DATA........................ 124
LIST PRICES.......................................... 126
SILVER SPIRIT PRICE GRAPH............. 128
120
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Conv.......................Convertible
EWB.......................Extended wheelbase, (in this case) more than four inches
LWB........................Long wheelbase, four-inch extra length
Sedanca.................Sedanca coupé
Std saloon.............Standard saloon
DLE.........................Dealer Limited Edition
RSE.........................Regional Special Edition
(NA).......................Not applicable
unk..........................Unknown
Production figures for special edition cars (which appear indented in the column) are
included in the total for the ‘parent’ model
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1993 Silver Spirit II: Malcolm Tucker

1988 Corniche II: Peter Ferner

BODY
ROLLS-ROYCE STYLE
Anniversary Corniche
Corniche
Corniche II
Corniche III
Corniche IV
Corniche S
Corniche (2000)
Corniche Final Series
Flying Spur
Flying Spur Jack Barclay Special
Mulliner Spur
Park Ward Limousine
Silver Dawn
Silver Dawn Braman
Silver Spirit
Silver Spirit II
Silver Spirit III
Silver Spirit (1996)
Silver Spur
Silver Spur II
Silver Spur III
Silver Spur (1996)
Silver Spur Cornes DLE
Silver Spur Joanna Trading
Silver Spur Lauderdale Edition
Silver Spur Newport Beach
Silver Spur Olympian
Silver Spur Springfield edition
Silver Spur Centenary
Silver Spur Centenary Replica
Silver Spur Armoured
Silver Spur Division
Silver Spur II Touring Limousine
Silver Spur III Touring Limousine
Silver Spur Touring Limousine
Silver Spur Limo. 14-inch stretch
Silver Spur Limo. 36-inch stretch
Silver Spur Limo. 42-inch stretch
Silver Spur Limo. 48-inch stretch
Silver Spur Non-Division

Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
LWB
LWB
LWB
EWB
LWB
LWB
Std saloon
Std saloon
Std saloon
Std saloon
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
LWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB
EWB

1991 Silver Spur II: Mike and Jenny Caridia

NUMBER
BUILT

FIRST
MODEL YEAR

LAST
MODEL YEAR

FIRST VIN

LAST VIN

25
994
1226
451
194
25
329
45
134

1992
1982
1986
1990
1992
1995
1999
2002
1995
1995
1990
1996
1995
1997
1980
1990
1994
1996
1980
1990
1994
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1996
1985
1985
1999
1997
1992
1994
1996
1983
1982
1985
1997
1998

1993
1987
1989
1991
1995
1995
2002
2002
1995
1995
1991
1999
1998
1997
1989
1993
1995
1997
1989
1993
1995
2000
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1996
1985
1985
1999
1998
1993
1995
1998
1983
1987
1988
1998
1998

NCX40029
CCH05037
GCX13162
LCH30001
NCX40001
SCX50086
XCH68001
2CX02034
SCX54602
SCH55619
LCX31347
TCH80205
SCX54846
unk
ACH01001
LCH31001
RCH54003
TCH57003
ACH01006
LCX31002
RCH54029
TCX57001
VCX60085
VCX60060
VCX59516
VCX60104
WCH66297
TCX58112
FCH14000
FCH14001
XCX80801
VCH80501
NCX80001
RCX80101
TCX80201
DCX08101
CCX06019
FCX12813
VCH80401
WCH80701

PCH40117
HCH21668
KCX29289
MCX30636
SCH50170
SCX50156
2CH02037
2CH02079
SCX55761
SCH55758
MCH36065
XCX80258
WCH66305
unk
KCH27798
PCX46740
SCH55760
VCH59368
KCX27780
PCX46781
SCX55749
YCX66587
VCX60223
(NA)
VCX59600
VCX60105
WCH66346
TCX58290
(NA)
FCH14025
(NA)
XCX80541
PCH80056
SCX80137
WCX80253
(NA)
HCH21650
JCH23441
WCX80403
WCH80720

3
71
49
237
unk
8126
1152
234
145
6240
1658
465
802
6
1
10
2
2
27
1
25
1
38
56
36
9
1
37
63
3
20
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BENTLEY

BODY
STYLE

Azure
Azure California Edition
Azure Chatsworth
Azure Jack Barclay Platinum
Azure Symbolic DLE (1998)
Azure Symbolic DLE (1999)
Azure with Continental T body kit
Azure Final Series Luxury
Azure Final Series Performance
Azure Le Mans
Azure Mulliner
Azure Symbolic DLE (2000)
Azure Symbolic DLE (2001)
Brooklands
Brooklands Trophy edition
Brooklands LWB
Brooklands Indonesian
Brooklands LWB Division
Brooklands R
Brooklands R Division
Brooklands R LWB
Brooklands R Mulliner
Corniche convertible
Continental
Continental (specs Corniche II)
Continental (specs Corniche III)
Continental (specs Corniche IV)
Continental Turbo
Continental R
Continental R Beverly Hills
Continental R Chatsworth
Continental R Concours
Continental R Cornes DLE
Continental R Jack Barclay
Continental R Special Edition
Continental R Symbolic DLE
Continental R Final series

1994 Continental R: Charles Vyse
122
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Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Std saloon
Std saloon
LWB
LWB
EWB
Std saloon
EWB
LWB
LWB
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon
2d saloon

THE SPIRIT

NUMBER
BUILT

FIRST
MODEL YEAR

LAST
MODEL YEAR

1087

1995
1999
1998
1997
1998
1999
1997
2003
2003
2001
1999
2000
2001
1993
1997
1993
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1982
1985
1986
1990
1992
1992
1992
1998
1997
1995
1997
1996
1998
1998
2003

2002
1999
1998
1997
1998
1999
1997
2003
2003
2002
2003
2000
2002
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1999
1998
1984
1987
1989
1991
1995
1995
2003
1998
1998
1996
1997
1996
1998
1998
2003

8
1
10
6
4
1
3
62
4
155
4
4
1344
28
188
unk
2
79
1
12
100
7
40
153
180
73
8
1292
6
6
11
6
10
10
1
11

1998 Azure: Jan Logjes

FIRST VIN

LAST VIN

SCH50801
XCX61733
unk
VCH61083
WCX61675
XCX61805
VCH61178
3CX01190
3CX01171
1CX62659
XCX61724
YCX62054
1CX62616
PCX46004
VCX59952
PCX46260
unk
VCX80505
WCH66003
WCX80536
WCH66284
WCH66802
CCH05822
FCH09030
GCX13412
LCX30002
NCH40002
NCH40091
NCX42001
WCX63030
unk
unk
VCX53439
TCH53073
WCX63080
WCX63137
3CX01864

2CX01116
XCX61749
unk
VCH61170
WCX61684
XCX61814
(NA)
3CX01195
3CH01238
2CX01043
3CX01200
YCX62059
2CX01000
VCH60307
VCX60119
VCH60303
unk
VCH80519
WCX66400
(NA)
XCX66586
WCH66901
ECH08901
HCH21296
KCH29290
MCH30638
SCX50167
SCX50163
3CX01874
WCX63065
WCH63128
unk
VCX53490
TCH53168
WCX63090
(NA)
3CH01876

1995 Turbo S: Historics at Brooklands
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BODY
STYLE

Continental R Le Mans
2d saloon
Continental R Millennium
2d saloon
Continental R Mulliner
2d saloon
Continental R 420
2d saloon
Continental S
2d saloon
Continental SC
Sedanca
Continental SC Mulliner
Sedanca
Continental T
2d saloon
Continental T Chatsworth
2d saloon
Continental T North American RSE 2d saloon
Continental T Stratton
2d saloon
Continental T Le Mans
2d saloon
Continental T Mulliner
2d saloon
Eight
Std saloon
Mulliner Limousine
EWB
Mulsanne
Std saloon
Mulsanne L Limousine
EWB
Mulsanne LWB
LWB
Mulsanne S
Std saloon
Mulsanne S LWB
LWB
Mulsanne Turbo
Std saloon
Mulsanne Turbo LWB
LWB
Touring Limousine
EWB
Turbo R
Std saloon
Turbo R H.R. Owen
Std saloon
Turbo R Indonesian
LWB
Turbo R Newport Beach
LWB
Turbo R SE
Std saloon
Turbo R Sport
Std saloon
Turbo R Weybridge & Mead
LWB
Turbo R LWB
LWB
Turbo RT
LWB
Turbo RT Olympian
LWB
Turbo RT Mulliner
LWB
Turbo RT Mulliner SWB
Std saloon
Turbo RT SWB
Std saloon
Turbo S
Std saloon

1993 Brooklands: Doug Ryder

NUMBER
BUILT

FIRST
MODEL YEAR

LAST
MODEL YEAR

FIRST VIN

LAST VIN

46
10
148

2001
2000
1999
2001
1995
1998
1999
1996
1998
1998
1997
2001
1999
1984
1999
1980
1985
1981
1988
1988
1982
1983
1994
1985
1996
1997
1997
1996
1997
1997
1985
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1995

2002
2000
2003
2001
1995
2000
2000
2003
1998
1998
1997
2002
2002
1992
1999
1987
1986
1987
1992
1992
1985
1986
1994
1997
1996
1997
1997
1996
1997
1997
1997
1999
1998
1999
1998
1998
1995

1CH63546
YCX63309
XCX63141
1CX63505
SCX52332
WCX65001
XCX65000
TCH53159
WCH67059
WCX67017
VCH53485
1CH67538
XCX67107
ECH08862
XCX80259
ACH01009
GCX14767
BCH02485
JCX21058
JCH22239
CCH04233
DCH06872
RCX80105
FCX12695
TCH57392
(NA)
VCX60129
TCX58085
unk
VCH60222
FCH12433
WCX66006
WCH66376
WCX66432
WCH66717
WCH66293
SCH56801

2CX01780
YCX63320
3CH01862
1CX63537
SCX52451
YCX65104
YCX65101
3CX01559
WCH67082
WCX67034
(NA)
2CX01516
2CX01525
NCH44562
(NA)
HCX21999
HCX20470
HCH21373
NCX44588
NCH44582
FCH14162
GCX15787
(NA)
VCH60314
TCH58050
(NA)
VCX60130
TCX58172
unk
VCH60311
VCH60321
XCX66583
WCH66418
XCX66543
(NA)
WCX66392
SCH56860

19
39
73
6
321
2
14
1
5
23
1734
1
482
2
47
909
61
496
24
1
4447
6
0
2
12
20
6
1524
250
4
55
1
2
60

1985 Eight, 97 Turbo RT: Richard Alexander

MY 1984 Eight: Daniel Diewerge
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Performance

Road test data collated from articles published in the motoring press back
YEAR
& MODEL

on the day
when SZs were current models

1981 Rolls-Royce 1982 Bentley
Silver Spirit
Mulsanne Turbo

1983 Bentley
Mulsanne Turbo

1985 Bentley
Turbo R

1987 Bentley
Turbo R

1988 Bentley
Turbo R

1990 Rolls-Royce 1991 Bentley
Silver Spirit II
Turbo R

1994 Rolls-Royce 1995 Bentley
Flying Spur
Continental R

1997 Bentley
Turbo RT

1998 Bentley* YEAR
Continental T & MODEL

Magazine

Autocar

Autocar

Motor

Autocar

Autocar

Motor

Autocar

Car		

Autocar

Autocar

Autocar

Autocar

Magazine

Power (bhp)

n/a

n/a

n/a

298

328

328

n/a

328

n/a

385

400

420

Power (bhp)

Top speed (mph)

119

135

132.4

134

143

145.8

126

145

130

151

152

170 (est)

Top speed (mph)

Accelleration (sec)													
Accelleration
0-30mph
3.3
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.3
3.7
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.4
3.0*
0-30mph
0-40mph
5.1
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.4
5.5
3.7
3.6
3.3
3.5
3.9*
0-40mph
0-50mph
7.3
5.1
5.2
5.2
4.7
7.6
5.0
5.1
4.5
4.8
5.2*
0-50mph
0-60mph
10.0
7.0
6.7
6.9
7.0
6.3
10.4
6.6
6.9
6.1
6.7
7.0*
0-60mph
0-70mph
13.4
9.1
8.9
9.4
8.5
13.0
8.5
9.1
7.9
8.5
9.3*
0-70mph
0-80mph
17.6
11.5
11.4
12.0
11.3
17.9
11.1
12.0
10.0
10.6
12.0*
0-80mph
0-90mph
23.2
14.6
14.7
15.0
14.1
24.4
13.7
15.5
13.0
13.5
15.4*
0-90mph
0-100mph
30.8
17.9
18.3
19.5
17.5
32.9
17.4
21.0
16.9
16.9
18.5*
0-100mph
0-110mph
43.5
22.9
22.8
25.0
27.9
20.6
20.8
22.3*
0-110mph
0-120mph
29.1
28.8
31.9
25.9
26.2
31.9*
0-120mph
0-130mph
39.3
38.7
34.3
0-130mph
Standing ¼ mile
17.1
15.1
15.0
15.4
17.4
15.5
14.7
15.0
15.6*
Standing ¼ mile

Kickdown (sec)													
Kickdown (sec)
30-50mph
2.6
2.4
3.9
2.6
2.2
2.4
2.2*
30-50mph
40-60mph
6.3
2.9
4.9
3.3
2.8
3.2
3.1*
40-60mph
50-70-mph
7.8
4.0
3.8
6.3
4.0
3.4
3.7
4.1*
50-70-mph
60-80mph
9.1
5.0
7.5
5.1
3.9
4.0
5.0*
60-80mph
70-90mph
10.4
6.4
5.6
10.5
6.4
5.1
5.0
6.1*
70-90mph
80-100mph
13.2
7.1
6.9
15.0
9.0
6.9
6.2
6.5
80-100mph
90-110mph
20.3
8.5
8.2
10.2
12.4
7.6
7.3
90-110mph
100-120mph
10.4
10.7
12.7
9.0
9.3
100-120mph
110-130mph
16.8
16.0
18.1
13.5
110-130mph
Economy (mpg)													
Economy (mpg)
Average
14.0
12.1
13.4
14.2
12.3
13.8
13.4
10.9
13.0
13.3
10.9
Average
Touring
15.0
13.5
15.0
17.0
14.4
20.2
20.3
16.0
14.1
Touring
Weight
Kerb weight (lbs)

4,907

4,926

-

4,898

4,965

-

5,038

-

5,263

5,296

5,460

5,565

Kerb weight (lbs)

* Bentley Continental T performance affected by wet conditions
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THE SPIRIT

THE SPIRIT

PLEASE NOTE: the prices in these tables are the figures that were published in the contemporary data sections of Autocar and
Autocar & Motor magazines and can not be guaranteed to always correspond exactly with those in the manufacturer’s official price list

BENTLEY UK LIST PRICES sources: Autocar and Autocar & Motor December issues in each calendar
Model Year
Eight

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

–

–

–

–

49,497

49,497

52,113
–
59,227
–
–

55,240
–
62,778
61,744
–

55,240
–
–
61,744
–

55,240
–
–
61,743
–

57,084
–
–
63,388*
–

Mulsanne
49,629
Mulsanne S
–
Mulsanne LWB
56,408
Mulsanne Turbo
–
Mulsanne Turbo LWB
–

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

54,692

59,968

67,188

67,188

79,812

81,547

–

64,721
–
–
–
–

–
69,972
–
–
–

–
75,570
–
–
–

–
75,570
–
–
–

–
86,490
–
–
–

–
88,370
–
–
–

Brooklands / R
Brooklands / R LWB

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

Turbo R
Turbo R LWB
Turbo S
Turbo RT

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–		

–
–
–
–

68,421
–
–
–

79,397
–
–
–

Continental R
Continental S
Continental T

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

73,168
–
–

73,168
–
–

73,168
–
–

76,108
–
–

–
98,943
–

–
95,605
–

–
101,342
–

–
106,419
–

–
106,419
–

Corniche Convertible
Continental
Azure

69,679
–
–

–
–
84,966
–
–
–

–
–
91,756
–
–
–

–
–
91,756
–
–
–

ROLLS-ROYCE UK LIST PRICES sources: Autocar and Autocar & Motor December issues in
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Model Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Silver Spirit
Silver Spirit II
Silver Spirit III
Silver Spirit 96

49,529
–
–
–

52,113
–
–
–

55,240
–
–
–

55,240
–
–
–

58,037
–
–
–

59,962
–
–
–

Silver Spur
Silver Spur II
Silver Spur III
Silver Spur 96

56,408
–
–
–

59,227
–
–
–

62,778
–
–
–

62,778
–
–
–

65,917
–
–
–

Flying Spur

–

–

–

–

Silver Dawn

–

–

–

Corniche
Corniche II
Corniche III
Corniche IV

69,679
–
–
–

73,168
–
–
–

73,168
–
–
–

Issue 3 • SUMMER 2016

year. *Price in March.. Not all models were listed and LWB was sometimes classified as an option rather than a model in its own right

1987

1988

68,944
–
–
–

73,081
–
–
–

77,827
–
–
–

71,947
–
–
–

81,702
–
–
–

87,190
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

73,168
–
–
–

77,553
–
–
–

92,995
–
–
–

–
98,857
–
–

–
105,273
–
–

THE MAGA ZINE OF THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB SZ REGISTER

1993

–
92,246*
–
–
–

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Eight

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

Mulsanne
Mulsanne S
Mulsanne LWB
Mulsanne Turbo
Mulsanne Turbo LWB

–
–

Brooklands
Brooklands LWB

–
–

–
–

87,549
100,686

89,913
104,714

96,400
112,237

99,980
115,618

106,866
115,618

106,866
115,618

111,155*
–

108,994
121,456
–
–

111,364
124,097
–
–

119,427
131,882
–
–

121,099
133,728
–
–

127,351
140,612
147,500
–

137,755
150,672
147,500*
–

143,267
150,672
–
–

–
143,267
–
148,990

–
–
–		
–
–
148,990*
–

Turbo R
Turbo R LWB
Turbo S
Turbo RT

–
–
–

–
–
–

161,563
–
–

168,942
–
–

187,354
–
–

187,354
–
–

193,428
–
220,312

199,750
–
233,355

199,750 199,750
–		
233,355 233,355

Continental R
Continental S
Continental T

–
142,986
–

–
146,094
–

–
161,022
–

–
163,116
–

–
163,313
–

–
–
215,000

–
–
222,526

–
–
–
–
–
–
230,888 230,888 230,888

1995

Corniche Convertible
Continental
Azure

each calendar year. *Price in March

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

85,609
–
–
–

–
91,175
–
–

–
93,157
–
–

–
95,986
–
–

–
98,194
–
–

–
–
104,774
–

–
–
–
113,321

–
–
–
113,321

–
–
–
–

91,943 99,757
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
104,746
–
–

–
107,023
–
–

–
114,938
–
–

–
116,893
–
–

–
–
119,428
–

–
–
127,940
–

–
–
–
135,240

–
–
–
135,240

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

148,545

148,545

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

118,558

–
110,543
–
–

–
–
123,808
–

–
–
144,595
–

–
–
147,739
–

–
–
–
164,347

–
–
–
166,483

–
–
–
166,680

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
166,680*

1996

1997

1998
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
139,943*
–
123,258*
–
–
–
–

1999
–
–
–
–

Silver Spirit
Silver Spirit II
Silver Spirit III
Silver Spirit 96

–
–
–
–

Silver Spur
Silver Spur II
Silver Spur III
Silver Spur 96

–

Flying Spur

–

Silver Dawn

–
–
–
–

Corniche
Corniche II
Corniche III
Corniche IV
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INDEX AND UK HOUSE PRICES 1980-96
ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ ON PAGE 19

Rolls-Royce and Bentley production went through
£190,000 – huge peaks and troughs during the SZ era – 3,203 cars
were built in 1980 followed by 1,551 in 1982; 3,274 in
£180,000 –
1989 then 1,258 in 1992.
£170,000 –
£160,000 –
£150,000 –
£140,000 –
£130,000 –

Despite such wide variations in supply, the price always
mirrored the UK Retail Price Index, set comfortably above
that of the average UK house.
These figures from Autocar and Autocar & Motor show
the list price of a Silver Spirit in December each year
compared with the UK average house price and
the government’s Retail Price Index.

£120,000 –
£110,000 –

£113,321

£100,000 –

£113,321

£104,774

£90,000 –

£91,175

£93,157

£95,186

UK Retail Price
Index 1980 = 100

£98,194

£85,609

£80,000 –

UK Average
House Price

£77,827

£70,000 –

£73,081

Figures before 1983
not available

£68,944

£60,000 –
£50,000 –
£49,629

£52,113

£55,210

£55,210

1982

1983

£58,037

£59,962

£40,000 –
£30,000 –
£20,000 –
£10,000 –

1980
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1. Mulsanne Turbo (Turbo badge, but hubcaps not alloys)
2. Extended door handle of Corniche /Continental
3. Different veneer of Final Series Corniche
4. Additional dials and turned aluminium of Continental T
5. Brooklands (no mention of Turbo on engine cover)
6. Post-1996 Turbo (centred gear selector with Sport button)
7. 1996 Silver Spur (picnic tables, longer doors, full height veneer panel on centre console)
8. Turbo RT (Mulliner has same tail pipe but different valance)
9. Flying Spur (Bentley-style alloys with RR badge)
10. 1990 Silver Spirit II (inlaid veneer with LED displays in circular apertures)
11. Jankel Monaco (indicators removed from bodywork and faired into the bumpers)
12. Brooklands R Mulliner (different gear knob and seats but no Sport mode)
13. RT Mulliner optional rear speedo
14. Buttoned seat of Springfield edition Silver Spur
15. Bentley Eight (Early dashboard with straight grain walnut)

A driving force in the economy

THE SPIRIT

1981

1984
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1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996
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Tail pipe

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I – I took the one
less traveled by, And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost

You can take my property but you can’t have Bunty. She’s filled with
memories and knows too many secrets for me to ever part with her
I am not the sort of chap who admires
dead things. Cars, for instance. They can
be a lot of fun but, actually, I don’t need
them to feel happy. And, while I have
owned a lot of cars in my life, Bunty is the
only one I will never sell.
There are too many memories and too
many names and faces of people I love
associated with her. These come back to
me every time we go for a drive together.
Being ‘President’ of the SZ Register
(as club chairman Johan Vanden Bergh
declared me during last year’s AGM –
despite me being firmly against any sort
of hierarchy when it comes to the team
with whom I run our Register) might lead
to the impression that I belong to the
Polishing Brigade. Not so! I use my SZ all
year, whatever the weather or distance. I
simply drive my car. Every day.
I got my first Rolls-Royce when I was
21 years old but by then I had already
been a club member for the better part
of a decade. I’ve owned quite a number
since but always liked SZs best for
their usability. They don’t scream for
spectators’ attention when parked, they
don’t scream for mechanical attention on
a monthly basis, they just want to be on
the road and to satisfy their owners.
I have no idea exactly what distance
I have covered in SZs since the late
1980s, but a quarter of a million miles
are certainly behind me. Right now, I
have just returned from five weeks on a
remote island in the North Sea, where
my Brooklands was in daily use, not to
mention the 1,400-mile round trip to get
there and back. I spent time in a clinic
there and, as ever, Bunty was a door
opener to the doctors as well as to other
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patients who were enthusiastic and more
than happy to keep an eye on her while
parked al fresco and without CCTV. People
understand the emotion when you talk
about how your car was made by artisan
hands rather than by heartless robots.
I have had so many memorable
journeys in my Brooklands. Bunty took my
sister-in-law to the church; she enticed
my 14-year-old nephew to join the RREC;
she has accompanied me to the funerals
of beloved friends and relatives; we have
driven through the night together, all
across Western Europe, from England to
the Côte d’Azur; we have met friends en
route; she has played my favourite songs
in concert hall quality; there are so many
memories that I know I could never sell
her. She’s not just a car, not just a Crewebuilt Bentley, she’s a friend for life.
SZs are no strangers to romance, either.
One owner I know first kissed his future
wife as she leaned across his Bentley
outside a restaurant. For him, that’s a
priceless moment and will remain with
him for the rest of his life. He has named
the car Helen in her honour.
They can take your property,
you can sell everything you
have, but the greatest treasures
are memories of moments with
friends and of those who have a
place in your heart.
If you are lucky,
this may even all
come together
in a car you
happen
to own.
Juergen Buech
juergenbuech@aol.com

Hooper International enables you driving with a Superb Zeal
Various SZ models in stock:

HOOPER INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Bentley Turbo R
Bentley Turbo R Sport
Bentley Mulsanne
Bentley Mulsanne S
Bentley Eight
Bentley Continental R
Bentley Azure
Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit
Rolls-Royce Silver Spur

THE FIRST NATIONAL ROLLS-ROYCE
AND BENTLEY MUSEUM
T +31 (0)26-3568113
E info@hooperinternational.com
Please visit our website:

www.hooperinternational.com

Hooper International B.V., purveyors of bespoke and collectible automobiles, restorers and repairers,
coachbuilders and upholsterers of Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor cars.
Hooper International B.V. and THE FIRST NATIONAL ROLLS-ROYCE AND BENTLEY MUSEUM
are part of the investment and industrial group PEJA.
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